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The labor of the teacher, as well as other modern work roles, has presented

society with the most recent installment of the age old challenge concerning Man's

existence: What is the meaning of work? and What is Man's relationship to work?

The current quest for "answers" to these seemingly insoluble dilemmas indicates a

willingness on the part of many educationists and others to at least associate work

with other components of life. Unfortunately, many of these concerned individuals

admonish any approach that attempts to specifically define the problem of work in

the schools and its attendant features because teaching and teachers are a part of

an occupational myth in American education that has reified the art and

"professionalism" of teaching. To ignore or understate the significance of the

interrelationships that constitute an environment of effective learning exchange

"well integrated" learning environment, is to tacitly acknowledge that teachers are

at best marginal members of the school staff and should receive less than equal

consideration in matters of curriculum, institutional design, conditions of

employment and general educational planning.

The role of work in society is not simply important because the society

deems certain activities imperative to its existence, but because work is tantamount

to life itself. Given the prevailing conditions of the society and the schools,

it becomes meaningless to discuss the quality of life and our ideological framework

unless the underlying assumptions that proscribe the structure and process of work

are analyzed and redefined. While we do acknowledge that alienation may be an

ontological reality for modern man, our approach to alienation in this paper will

be structural. That is, we will deal with that work-related alienation which we

argue, is growing in intensity for most of the occupational force - and we will



specifically concentrate on why this may be so for the majority of "knowledge-

workers" in this society.

We hope to illustrate this by examining some of the relational problems

Inherent in modern "corporate" bureaucracy; by looking at research which has

explored the correlations between work, bureaucracy and alienation and discussing

some of the ramifications therein; and by looking at a specific Issue in education,

accountability, which we believe could lead to increasing work alienation and the

de-professionalization of teachers.

We will suggest that there may be an increasing reification of the basic

concepts and theories within the organizational structure of schools and that the

initial movement toward more "open" organizational climates that occurred in the

late 60's and early 70's seems to be caught in the ossifying web of the teacher

"surplus" charade, the accountability movement, and the increasing power of the

corporate-style AFT leadership of Albert Shanker.

Thus if teachers' needs remain essentially peripheral in the decision-making

process determining the nature of their work roles, then it becomes easier to

understand why teachers, like other workers might experience their work activities

as alienating rather than as a means of self-actualization and as a means of

developing their mental and emotional growth. This alienating kind of work can,

of course, lead to an anti-intellectual orientation and a deadening of one's

critical facilities. Ergo, the American teacher can, by the very nature of the

work organization, be made ideologically safe for the classrooms.

Like most other blue and white-collar workers, then, teachers may be victims

of the general regimen of factory-styled existence, albeit in brighter colors and



flavored by purportedly innovative methodologies and statistical reports of every

variety and kind. If this is the case we are likely to have docile, existentially

reified teachers producing docile, existentially reified workers which fit tt

needs of hierarchial commodity production.

Finally, we will suggest that if this work-alienation in an educational

context is to be alleviated, then there will need to be a serious organizational

restructuring in the schools - and, concurrently, in other wot-kplaces as well.

We believe that the gap between "knowledge-workers" and other blue and white

collar workers must be bridged; that work and education must be brought together

not in the subtle affective way that now operates but in an open critical learning

situation where parents, teachers, students and administrative staff become a more

openly integrated part of the entire society - a society where work democratization

would be as much espoused and vaunted as political democracy. Indeed we argue

that there can be no political democracy without a genuine democratization of the

workplace as well. Democratic self-management of the schools, then, is a concept

that must become a reality if work-alienation which is a massive wall against

critically conscious learning is to be minimized and overall societal democratiza-

tion is to become a reality.



The study of man at work is exposed to dangerous
errors if it does not rest on the study of work
itself, on the principles of the unity of its
several aspects, and their reciprocal relationship.

ALAIN TOURAINE
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II. BUREAUCRACY: THE ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXT

The organization of formal schooling in the United States has undergone a

tremendous transformation which has radically altered the substance and motivation

of the public school structure. Certain societal manifestations led to a spectac-

ular rate of growth in the number of public schools as well as creating a greater

degree of organizational complexity. Size and special administrative problems

were two developments that resulted in a burgeoning class of school "executives"

and a deeply entrenched pseudo-meritocratic bureaucracy. During the early years

of the twentieth century, educational administration began to emerge as a distinct,

separate profession within the educational structure. In analysing the new pro-

fessionalism of educational administrators, Raymond Callahan found that:

The combination of the development of specialized graduate work in
school administration, and the growing influence of business on
education with the subsequent conception of education as a business,
led to the idea of school administration (and especially the super-
intendency) as a "profession" distinct from teaching. This idea
had been advanced even before 1910, but it was hardly a defensible
claim as long as administrators had no specialized training. In the

years after 1911 the idea of the separate profession developed as a
natural corollary of the adoption of the business-industrial
practices and, especially, of thp adoption of the business organi-
zational pattern to the schools.'

School administrators were favorably compared to business executives which lent a

degree of sophistication and legitimization to the newly created brotherhood of

professional educational managers. Following the formalization of the profession,

educational administrators expanded their vistas and methodically organized the

profession into an unreproachable institutional entity.

1

Callahan, Raymond. Education and the Cult of Efficiency. Chicago: University

of Chicago Press, 1962, p. 215-216.



The institutionalizing of the school administration was an attendant

feature of the larger development that was occurring in the public school during

the same period, namely bureaucratization. Given the set of circumstances

(e.g., growing school populations, increasing pressure from business interests,

relentless urbanization and implementation of stricter statutory requirements)

which prevailed at the turn 0 1: the century, it seems quite evident that the

alternatives to the bureaucratization of the public school were viewed as simply

implausible or quaintly romantic. This view of public education reveals the

notion that the policy of school bureaucratization was influenced by a kind of

educational "manifest destiny." In looking at the motivation behind the new

school organization, David Tyack suggests:

...one might claim that neither the elite nor the followers
really had control over the processes of technology and moderni-
zation, but that both were swept up in changes which they
neither understood nor directed.2

Irrespective of the approach or hypothesis one may use in determining the causal

factors in the growth of educational bureaucracies, the undeniable fact clearly

comes through that bureaucracies did indeed flourish for whatever reasons that

can be established for that particular period of time. These bureaucracies

were not unlike the organizational configurations found throughout the business

community. Although the school bureaucrats would not have described their

administrative proclivities as being oppressive, authoritarian and inflexible,

they did adhere to many of the general rules of conduct and some specific appli-

2
Tyack, David B. "City Schools: Centralization of Control at the Turn of the

Century," Building the Organizational Society. Jerry Israel, editor. New

York: The Free Press, 1972, p. 69.
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cations of managerial "tools" employed In Industrial settings. The actions of

school administrators more appropriately reflected the realities of life in the

public schools during the last half of the nineteenth century. In his analysis

of the emergence of bureaucrddy in the public school, Mithael Katz contends:

The complexity of administration was an Implicit assumption in
the educational ideas of urban superintendents throughout the
country, who argued that all large organizations, from industry
to the army, depended for coordination on centralized profes-
sional direction by a superintending officer. The success of
professional supervision,, especially in the various branches
of industry, indicated the need for the same type of direction
in education. Supervision was teemed necessary because organi-
zaticns had to be based on division of labor, which, to these
superintendents, was the process underlying social development.'

Once the educational "planners" had established the theoretical alliance between

the process and product of education and that of the industrial order, it was not

long before the school setting began to resemble the factory work place.

Education's business-like appearance reflected the attitudes and conventions

which invariably prevail in every hierarchical structure. "Schoolmen pointed out,"

Katz explains:

...that a professionally supervised school system based on the
division of labor should ideally have certain structural features
and that its participants should have certain attitudes. An
elaborate hierarchical structure and an explicit chain of
command were necessary to keep each member working at his particu-
lar task in a responsible and coordinated fashion. At the head of
the hierarchy should be one "vested with sufficient authority" to
"devise plans In general and in detail" and to "keep all subordinates
In their proper places and at their assigned tasks." Within the
hierarchy, moreover, roles and duties should he defined clearly to

3

Katz, Michael B. Class, Bureaucracy and Schools. New York: Praeger, 1971,
p. 67.
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avoid the possibility of conflict, and all members should give
unquestioning, prompt obedience to the orders of their supe-
riors.

It seems evident from Katz's observations that the operational shortcomings and

ignoble character of educational bureaucracies did not result from the actions

of unscruprlous mandarins of power; but, more accurately, the organizational

conditions of the educational structure stemmed from the inherent nature and

ethos of hierarchical organizations.

To be sure, the recent scholarly investigations5 that have charted the

historical course of educational bureaucracies are replete with insights and

analyses that shed considerable light on a subject that was once considered to

be esotericly insignificant. Even though these documented studies have

adequately explained the social bases of this bureaucratic expansion, a more

complete perspective on bureaucratic organization in the public school can be

set forth by examining the processes that occur within the organization itself.

In descriptive terms, a bureaucratic organization is, by design, a

structural entity that is based upon a number of underlying assumptions and a

hypothetical framework. These assumptions or pre-conditions form a situational

backdrop which acts as a triggering mechanism for subsequent bureaucratic imple-

mentation. "Hierarchy, large-size groups, and the specialization of functions

4

Katz, p. 69.

5

Katz, 1971; Spring, 1972; Karier, Violas and Spring, 1973; Tyack, 1972; and
Callahan, 1962.



are necessary prerequisites to the development of a full-blown bureaucratic

structure."6 The pre-conditions that eventually lead to the establishment of a

bureaucratic model are disarmingly complex and unwieldy. To reduce the com-

plexity and bring rational order to an organizational structure, bureaucratic

theory is translated into a deliberate, routinized pattern of administrative

controls. According to Weber, bureaucratic organization is:

...from a purely technical point of view, capable of attaining
the highest degree of efficiency and is in this sense formally
the most rationally known means of exercising authority over
human beings. It is superior to any other form in precision,
stability, in the stringency of Its discipline and in its
re44ability. It thus makes possible a particularly high
degree of calculability of results, for the heads of the organi-
zation and for those acting in relation to it. it is finally
superior both in intensive efficiency and in the scope of its
operation, and is formalU capable of application to all kinds
of administrative tasks.

Weber's description of the ideal type of bureaucracy entails a formula of mana-

gerial precision and clearly delineated areas of competencies. Delimitation of

specific work roles is central to the bureaucratic model. Robert Merton

characterizes some of the requirements of bureaucracy as follows:

If bureaucracy is to operate successfully, it must attain a
high degree of reliability of behavior, and unusual degree
of conformity with prescribed patterns of action. Hence,

the fundamental importance of discipline...which can be effec-
tive only if the ideal patterns are buttressed by strong
sentiments which entail devotion to one's duties, a keen sense

6
McGuire, Joseph W. Business and Society. New York: McCraw-Hill, 1963, p. 163.

7

Weber, Max. Economy and Society., G. Roth and C. Wittich, editors. New York:

Bedminister Press, 1968, p. 223.



of the limitation of one's authority and competence, and methodical
performance of routine activities.°

The appearance that bureaucracies begin to take on from their inception is

by no means accidental or simply a case of pursuing the course of least resis-

tance. A definite structural pattern which is inherent in the construction and

application of a bureaucratic model precludes the possibilities of a bureaucracy

functioning as a non-authoritarian, non-hierarchical organization. Although the

Weberian theory of bureaucracy does not depict bureaucratic organization as

being a highly functional concept, beset by a monolithic distribution of power

or facing the inevitable despair of institutional reification, there are signifi-

cant tendencies whose effects cannot be underestimated. In his famous "Iron

law of oligarchy,"
9

Robert Michels contends that "modern large scale organizations,

by their very structure, are necessarily oligarchic. This is so even if this

oligarchy runs against the ideals and intentions of both leaders and ied."I°

If Michels' admonition concerning the nature of large organizations (i.e.,

bureaucracies) is indeed valid, then one must begin to wonder about the veracity

of the values and goals that are deemed appropriate by the bureaucratic "oligarchy."

Blau and Meyer state:

The popular stereotype of bureaucracy exaggerates the rigidity
of formal organizations, but it is not without considerable
basis in fact. One important organizational process that en-
genders rigidity...is the tendency, in large bureaucracies, for

8

Merton, Robert K. "Bureaucratic Structure and Personality." Reader on Bureaucracy.
Gray, Hockey and Selvin, editors. New York: Free Press, 1952, p. 365.
9

Michels, Robert. Political Parties. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell, 1962.
10

Mouzelis, Necos P. Organization and Bureaucracy. Chicago: Aldine, 1967, p. 27.
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for organizational ideologies to develop that take precedence
over original goals, distort perceptions, and typically
create resistance to change by sanctifying the existing state
of affairs."

Weber alluded to the possibility that bureaucracy could "produce the shell of a

future serfdom. "12 This prospect begins to diminish the rational "effectiveness"

of bureaucracy, and Israel further suggests, "...the bureaucracy no longer serves

man and his needs, but becomes an independent body. Man, in this sense, will be

subordinated to a rigid bureaucratic machine which has become a goal In itself."13

The discussion of bureaucratic organization, to this point, has centered

on a generic model of bureaucracy and the possible ramifications of bureaucrati-

zation on the structure and process of a large organization. In order to place

the parameters of bureaucratic organization In proper perspective, it Is essential

to examine some of the structural determinants that supply the external thrust and

the internal meaning for a particular bureaucracy.

A bureaucracy, If it Is going to demonstrate a moderate degree of adminis-

trative dexterity, must exert certain authority over the people who maintain

positions In the hierarchy. This authority Is an important corollary of the

fundamental power theorem that contains these two features: (I) it is an aspect

of a relationship between people, not an attribute of a given person; and (2)

it consists of one individual's capacity to influence another to do something

II

Blau, Peter M. and Marshall W. Meyer. Bureaucracy In Modern Society. New York:

Random House, 1956, p. 50.
12

Israel, Joachim. Alienation: From Marx to Modern Sociology. Boston: Allyn

and Bacon, Inc., 1971, p. 111.

13

Israel, p. 112.



that he otherwise would not do.
14

These same qualifications can be found in

Robert Dahlts theory of power relationships.15 It should be noted that power

can be very quickly translated into encompassing policy determinations or more

mundane directives. In highly bureaucratized organizations, Wamsley notes

that, "...power or authority would tend to be hierarchic: each level would

have Just that amount of power'necessary to carry out its responsibilities;

ascendant levels in the hierarchy would have increasing power based on broader

knowledge about the organization and/or greater task expertise.'" Adminis-

trative authority is, of course, the lubricant that permits the bureaucratic

mechanism to "smoothly" perform its assigned functions and establish a repertoire

of finely detailed activities. The application of such authority presupposes a

kind of behavior that effectively channels individuality and non-conformity into

a more facile range of activity. When one of the upper levels of a bureaucratic

hierarchy sets down a particular rule or procedure, it is generally viewed as

another episode in a long series of administrative constrictions because:

When joining an organization individuals become aware that the
exercise of authority is required of superiors and compliance
with influence attempts based on authority is required of
subordinates. It is specified behavior necessary for organiza- 17
tional effectiveness and is a cost of organizational membership.

14

Jacobs, T. 0. Leadershi and Exchange in Formal Organizations. Alexandria,
Va.: Human Resources Research Organization, 1971, p. 216.

15

16

17

Dahl, Robert. "The Concept of Power." Behavioral Science, Vol. 2, July,

19570 pp. 202-203.

Wamsley, Gary. "Power and the Crisis of the Universities." Power in Organi-

zations. Mayer N. Zald, editor. Nashville: Vanderbilt University Press,
1970, p. 53.

Gibson, James L.,,John M. Ivancevich and James H. Donne:ly, Jr. Organizations:

Structure, Process, Behavior. Dallas: Business Publications, Inc., 1973, p. 290.

/1



The "cost of organizational membership" can indeed be quite a high price to pay

especially when the genuflecting individual has so little to bargain with given

his relatively unimportant status in the.hierarchy.

Policy decisions and regulations along with assorted decrees and state-

ments tend to obscure the actual relationship that exists between an employee and

the administrator and, more importantly, between the employee and the organization.

This may seem to indicate that the "human" interaction between the employee and

the administrator is secondary or inconsequential in comparison to the employee's

relationship to the impersonal organization; however, it seems clear that the

"typical" administrator can be best described as an extension of the organization

rather than an intermediary who brings together the employee and the organization.

The unfortunate result of this bureaucratic short circuiting is that the employee

(lower hierarchical member) is set adrift in a sea of meaningless banalities.

Mouzelis asserts, in more than a few cases, "...the individual, occupying an

insignificant place in a huge organization which he cannot control or understand,

becomes a cog in a machine, a well disciplined and regulated automaton with a

specialized technical knowledge and a generalized ignorance and indifference as

to his position and purpose in the organization..."18 Worker ambivalence is a

precursor of a more general bureaucratic malaise, but this malaise is also

brought about by another organizational phenomenon, namely, adaptation. In

looking at hierarchy and alienation, Frederick Thayer finds that:

In every field of endeavor, whether the organizing of intellectual
activity so as to discover and disseminate knowledge, or the

18

Mouzelis, p. 36.



designing of a government agency, we use a "rational division
of labor" to spell out In detail the tasks of every individual.
By the very size of the phenomena which embody it, technique
produces self-perpetuating organizational monstrosities which
totally dehumanize the individual. Even when we speak of
adapting the machine or the organization to the individual,
we forget that adaptation is inevitably reciprocal; hence the
individual adapts to the organization, and it swallows him.19

By extending Thayer's analysis to a logical conclusion, one finds, as in the

Elluilan argument,
20

that the means (organization) consume those for whom it was

designed to achieve an end.

Ellulls contention concerning the question of ends and means in an organi-

zation brings into sharper focus the crucial issue of work responsibilities (or

areas of competencies) within the bureaucratic organization. It becomes increas-

ingly difficult to plot the precise syllabus of duties and obligations that each

member of a hierarchy assumes tacit responsibility for, but there are certain

broader observations that do provide some insights into the various sets of

organizational interactions. An institutional ethos usually surrounds and

Insulates different bureaucratic activities which is to say that the individual's

conduct becomes mere stimulus-response function. According to Israel, this

ethos is based upon the fact that:

...bureaucratic organizations do not demand that the individual
makes the decisions for which he takes responsibility. Instead

they demand that he act in accordance with the organization's
rules and ends, the responsibility for his conduct being assumed
by the organization. Bureaucratic organizations do not demand
that the individual assume responsibility for his actions, but

19

Thayer, Frederick C. An End to Hierarchy! An End to Competipon! New York:

New Viewpoints, 1973, p. 48.
20

Ellul, Jacques. The Technological Society. New York: Vintage Books, 1964.
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rather that he subordinate himself and obey the rules of the
organization.21

Clearly, the behavior exhibited by individuals in a bureaucratic organiza-

tion tends more toward a kind of "organizational" Social,Darwinism than toward a

collective body operating with well coordinated plans and goals. Looking at a

more specific instance of this organizational insularity, Donald Arnstine asserts

that, "In a bureaucratically organized school, teachers and pupils live in a state

of social anomie - of school disintegration and alienation. The number of

activities in which people effectively collaborate approaches zero...and the

group has little control over its own members."22 This isolation and fragmenta-

tion are much more than social psychology manifestations of disgruntled teachers

(workers) who find themselves harnessed to an administrative wagon full of "some-

one else's" behavioral objectives and petty structures; the real problem must be

viewed from a structural frame of reference. "The traditional structure, Boyan

states, "assumes a differential in technical expertness between teachers and

administrators that justifies merger of the authority of position and the

authority of competence at the managerial level. "23 Operationally speaking, this

chasm of authority (as a result of the power imbalance) between teachers and

administrators leads directly to a diminished stature for teachers and, more

importantly, a work-a-day view of teaching coupled with a bureaucratic "mystique"

mentality. Noting these developments, Aronowitz points out:

21

Israel, p. 115.

22
Arnstine, Donald. "Freedom and Bureaucracy in the Schools." Freedom,_ Bureau-

cracy and Schooling. Vernon F. Haubrich, editor. Washington: Association for

Supervision and Curriculum Development (NEA), 1971, p. 17.

23
Boyan, Norman J. "Emergent Role of Teachers and Authority Structure of School."
Journal of Secondary Education. Vol. 42, November, 1967, pp. 293-294.



The struggle of the public school teachers for smaller classes and
fewer class hours reflect their recognition that schools are nothing
but another factory. The supervision is no less pervasive in teach-
ing than in any other labor, and the teachers' autonomy within the
classroom is extremely restricted. The widespread introduction of
teaching machines and other audio-visual aids has relegated teachers
to the role of consultants in many cases...the old art of instruction
has essentially disappeared. Various other innovations have reduced
many teachers to little more than equipment operators in the wide-
spread use of standard syllabuses and uniform textbooks, and the
recent introduction of programmed instruction into the classroom.
Teachers become proctors, dispensing instructions to students on
how to use the textbooks or programmed material.24

Reducing the "arf'of teaching to its basest elements and even further restricting

the professional responsibilities of the teacher25 has effectively neutralized the

participatory role of the teacher vis-a-vis the various interrelated processes of

planning, decision-making and teaching. Quite aside from establishing a case for

occupational misfits, perpetual haranguers and ambitious pyramid climbers, the

centrality of the continuing bureaucratic dilemma in the schools may be found in

the structure of the organization itself and not in the foibles of individuals.

The seemingly irrepressable bureaucratic propensity toward more "personalized"

24
Aronowitz, Stanley. False Promises: The Shaping of American Working Class
Consciousness. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1973, p. 434.
25
This has been accomplished, in large part, by the economically and politically
motivated "accountability" movement and the profound consequences it has had
on the entire range of educational activities. This phenomenon will be dis-
cussed in some detail in the last sectior, of this paper.
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relationships26 and less personal autonomy and freedom27 has certainly enhanced

the probabilities that work tasks in most hierarchical institutions will become

increasingly fragmented, reified and isolated. An interpretation of the signifi-

cance of these bureaucratic manifestations on the work roles in the school

requires an analytical investigation of the climate of the work environment in

the school or, more specifically, the problem of alienation.

26
By this we mean that the relationships that exist among co-workers and between
the individual worker and the authority structure can be characterized as sets
of desultory, de-sensitized employee encounters. Although organizational
behavior appears to contain precisely programmed interactions that are deemed
essential to the functioning of the organization, there is little opportunity
and even less encouragement for human interactions that are based upon the
uniqueness of the individuals as well as the commonalities that they share.

27
See Stanley Milgram's Obedience to Authority. New York: Harper and Row, 1974,
p. 123-125, 128-30, 138-40; and Richard N. Goodwin's The American Condition.
New York: Doubleday, 1974, p. 151-65, 235-36, 245-49 for excellent descriptions
of contemporary authoritative repression which Is viewed as a protracted
phenomenon within Man's existential experience.



"The increase in value of the world of things is directly proportional to the
degrease in value of the human world."

-Karl Marx

"An unalienated society is one in which it is no longer the case that the process
of production has mastery over man."

-Karl Marx

"Don't change employers, change the employment of life."
-Walls of the Sorbonne, 1968

"All power to the imagination!"
-Walls of the Sorbonne, 1968
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III. ALIENATION - THEORY, RESEARCH AND SPECIFIC SOURCES OF ALIENATION IN
SCHOOLS

The modern school bureaucracy, in almost all cases, requires

teachers, students and administrators to adapt to a work environment

which tends to be fragmented, hierarchical, and increasingly technocratic.

This statement of position, however, does not include those institutions

where groups of administrators, in conjunction with teachers and students,

are seriously attempting to come to grips with this problem and are

beginning to develop flattened organizations with potentialities for

genuine self-management. But such efforts at participatory decision-

making and integrated work environment are exceptional cases. For most

teachers and students', the public schools are not places where power is

more or less evenly distributed, where knowledge is integrated into a

cohesive and intertwined system of learning, or, to borrow a phrase from

Freire, where "critical consciousness" is readily developed. Given this

kind of environment, then, we will argue that the public schools are

generally alienating workplaces. If this argument is accepted, then it

follows that those who work in the schools would be alienated from that

work or environment. The problem, remains, however, that this argument

cannot be accepted out of hand. The idea of alienation, itself, must be

examined in more depth before we can explain why and how it is used to

explain the general work milieu of schools.

IStudents must be mentioned as sharing in the same general malaise in
which teachers are enmeshed. Indeed students have been the subject of
relatively numerous alienation studies whereas teachers have been
virtually neglected.
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Having looked at conceptualizations of the bureaucratic organi-

zational structure of schools as the initial building block in our

argument, we will now look at some theories, meanings, and prior research

of alienation, especially as it relates to schools. We will also explain

why we have adopted that idea of alienation which provided the framework

of our argument.

The term "alienation" has increasingly been used to explain a

plethora of social problems in modern society and consequently, over the

past seven or eight years, there has been an increase in social research

that might be classified under the general rubric of studies of alienation.

But under this generic heading, there is often a wide diversity of

meaning. It is the case that most of the sociological/psychological

research done in this area tends to be foundationally similar, yet

even here there is a range of conceptual difference. The theoretical

underpinnings of the term "alienation" are, however, the main points of

disagreement vis-a-vis its employment in the explanation of social condi-

tions or social behavior. The initial premises of the theoretical base

are ultimately the most important determinants of the direction taken in

research, how the research is actually developed, and what conclusions

are made about the findings of such research.2

Clearly it is not within the scope of this paper to delve into

2
For a more complete explanation of the sociology of the sociology of
social research, we refer the reader to "Recent Trends in Anti-Egalitarian
Social Research" by Don Martin and Bob Morgart, AERA Meeting, New
Orleans, 1973 (listed in ERIC files).



the historical antecedants of the concept of alienation, its possible

roots in Old Testament theology or Plato's view of the natural world

and the world of ideas.
3

We think it is sufficient to say that Hegel,

Feuerbach and Marx provided the groundwork and elaboration of the idea

of alienation and that their interpretations provide the starting point

for any present-day analysis or research of alienation. And while we

don't wish to expand on the views of Hegel and Feuerbach in this paper,

it is important, however, to our analysis that Marx's basic conceptuali-

zation of alienation be examimed since it is from this acknowledged

base that the crux of our central argument has grown.

Marx began with the Hegelian premise that human development is

a process of alienation and dealienation, a dialectic of Becoming, and

that alienation can only be overcome (in a dynamic dialectical sense) if

it is recognized and adequately known through a process of critical conscious-

ness, both individually and collectively.
4

Arguing that man's alienation

could be a continuing process without dealienation, Marx maintained that

man in a particular political economy tends to alienate the products of

his own activity from himself. His philosophy, research, morals,

economic activity, all can become a separate, seemingly independent and

powerful world of objects and objectification to which man b,3comes

related as a powerless, dependent object himself.5 That man can become

3For a more complete explanation of the roots of the 'idea of alienation
and a meta-historical approach to the sociology of the term, see
"Alienation, Education and the Sociology of Knowledge," by Robert
Morgart (forthcoming).

4Oilman, Bertel. Alienation 1971, p. 36, 57.

5lbid., p. 142; Schaff, Adam. Marxism and the HumanIndividual, p. 106-107.
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alienated from his intellectual activity by reifying that which he

examines and by fragmenting the tools and methods of his research means

that one could, by this definition, become alienated from the process of

researching alienation. This analysis of what Kolakowski terms the

"alienation of reason" is the focal point of our critique of much of the

research I iteratureon al ienation within particular social settings. If

Marx's theory is to serve as a basis for our overall hypothesis of

teacher alienation and also for our critique of some of the research done

on alienation, then we must loOk more closely at the development of that

theory, before we turn to the more recent definitions and research.

Marx has argued that, given a particular "work environment" or

political economy, man becomes alienated from that which he produces.

Indeed, the very activity of "production" (i.e., work activity) is

alienating, hence man becomes alienated from both the process and

product of his labor. Therefore, if, as Marx maintains, man Is what he

does, then engaging in alienating activity (necessarily with alienating

"end-products" of that activity) must prr'duce self-alienation. Or as

Richard Bernstein has phrased it:

...all alienation can be understood as a form of self-
alienation...Alienation results when (man) produces in such
a way that his products are at once an expression of his
labor-power and at the same time are not a true expression
of his potentialities...His products...negate and dehumanize
him. In short, to understand Marx, we must grasp the sense
in which a product can both be and not be an expression of

the producer. It is the producer in the sense that in it is
a congealed form of his most distinctive attribute -

6
Oilman, Bertel. Alienation p. 137, 138, 144.

0
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activity. But in an alienated society, it is not he in
the sense that the product assumes an independent hostile
dimension which dehumanizes the producer.?

For Marx, an "unalienated society is one in which it is no longer

the case that the process of production has mastery over man."8 A non-

alienated man is a man who realizes his historically created human

possibilities; one who through praxis and critical consciousness

Becomes and enters into the process of fulfilling himself as a free,

creative human being.
9

Still, we have as yet only briefly touched upon parts of the

anfractuous webbing of Marx's theory of alienation. The theory, however,

can be better developed In use. Which is to say that the efficacy and

viability of retaining most of Marx's core concept of alienation can

best be shown by using it to analyze a specific issue - in this case,

bureaucracy and the everyday work of public school teachers. Nonetheless,

a final analytical clarification of Marx might be advisable before we

look at modern meanings and research on alienation, and before we focus

on the issue itself.10

7

Bernstein, Richard J., Praxis and Action, p. 44-45.
8

Ibid., p. 47.
9

Oilman, p. 104, 119; Freire, Paulo. Pedagogy of the Oppressed, p. 121,
180.

10

Two recent works in which theories of aiienation have been developed
and which won't be covered here are Alienation by Richard Schacht and
The Pursuit of Loneliness by Philip Slater. Although the latter is not
meant to be a theoretical piece but rather a very general explanation
of what might be termed the crisis of alienation in modern American
society. The hermeneutic possibilities are there, however; thus some
general theoretical concepts could easily be culled out of Slater's
work.
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Bernstein, concisely summarizing Marx's idea of alienation,

says that:

...alienation is clearly...a social category - a
category for understanding "political economy," not an
ontological category rooted in the nature of man.
Alienation is no more and no less fundamental than the
reality of the determinate set of political and economic
institutions and practices. If these are radically trans-
formed...then alienation can and will be overcome...
Secondly, in recent times "alienation" has widely been used
to designate some sort of psychological condition in which
the individual feels frustrated, unsatisfied, and unful-
filled. However, the psychological dimension of alienation
is not primary for Marx, it Is secondary and derivitive.
One can be in an alienated condition and accept it without
full consciousness of-man's alienated condition.,.The issue
is not primarily how one - or even a class of_people - feel
or think of themselves. The issue is rather one of objec-
tive conditions and relations under which men labor and
produce. Marx is unmoved by the fact that those who have
been exploited in a capitalist society may be content with
their lot...Thirdly, the technology that has resulted and
continues to be developed by capitalism is neither the
intrinsic source nor cause of human alienation...he sees in
technology the...means for overcoming alienation...Marxls
very analysis of qlienatIon and the way in which it must be
distinguished from the generic concept of objectification,
already begins to point the way to the real historical
ovcrcominn of allenation.11

By alienation, then, we are not refering to the ontological

given of "man's condition," "man alone" posed by the existentialist

theories of Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, Camus, Beckett, and others. Our

approach to alienation will be structural and, secondarily, analytic.

That we have done so does not mean that we merely disregard or easily

explain away the problem of man's existential "alone-ness." Rather the

II

Bernstein, p. 48-50. Our emphasis wherever seen in this paragraph.
For another excellent clarification of Marx's theory, see Richard
Goodwin, "The American Condition," Part 2, pp. 54-56. For a compre-
hensive look at the overall theoretical parameters of alienation, see
Joachim Israel's Alienation.



decision was predicated on the need to delimit the problem within semi-

workable confines for this particular paper. It could also be argued

that Marx's analysis was a more a normative prescription than a structural

formulation of the problem of alienation, but again, we will not treat

this particular issue, while acknowledging that the point does deserve

consideration in a more purely analytic study.

We will now examine some contemporary research on alienation and

work. More specifically, we will look at those studies on alienation

and the school organizational setting or Job satisfaction and work in the

public schools. By doing so, we can (a) obtain a sense of the frame(s)

of reference and methodologies generally used in modern sociological

studies;12 (b) make some criticisms and recommendations pertaining to the

future use of empirical research models; and (c) note what implications

the aggregate results of these contemporary research findings have for our

argument on bureaucracy and teacher alienation, especially their rele-

12

We use the word "sociological" here to indicate again the necessary
delimitation on the analysis of alienation. There have been many
psychological studies done on alienation and particular individuals,
of course, but for our purposes, we will examine only that research
which is primarily sociological in nature. This does not mean that
we believe the two categorizations can be separated ipso facto and
left at that. It is simply a matter of time/space necessity here
rather than a belief in separateness of social phenomena which we have
argued against consistently. ("Recent Trends in Anti-Egalitarian
Social Research," by Don Martin and Bob Morgart, AERA Meeting, New
Orleans, 1973 (listed in ERIC files)



vance to the increasing wave of "accountability. u15

Most of the recent research literature on alienation is based to

some degree on the continuing theoretical analyses of Melvin Sivenien;
14

Seeman,15 Neal and Rettig, 16 and Dean,I7 among others, have attempted

to delineate the possibilities of empirical measurement of social

alienation. Seeman separates alienation into five specific aspects;

powerlessness, meaninglessness, normlessness, isolation, and self-

estrangement, and argues against generalizing these specific attitudes

(taken separately or in dual combination) into an overall picture of

alienation. This conceptualization, along with the particular research

methodology leads him to dispute the thesis that alienation from work is

the central facet of all alienation.16

13

Quotation marks indicate our uneasiness with this particular labeling
of a new educational gimmick. Orwell said that when the general
societal atmosphere began to deteriorate, language tended to be a
steady victim. Usually bureaucracies are prime offenders in "newspeak"
or "doublethink." The educational bureaucracies are no exception.
Since we don't wish to contribute to this kind of linguistic emisera-
tion, we want to distinguish between the so-called form of the word
accountability and that many educationists are latching onto, and its
given orthodox dictionary meaning. That this particular issue could,
itself, be an excellent topic for a paper, gives one some idea of the
magnitude of the problem, at least as we see it. Since we have made
our point here, we will, for convenience sake, drop the quotation
marks in our further discussion of accountability.
14

Lystad, Mary H. "Social Aleination: A Review of Current Literature,"1972.

15

Seeman, Melvin. 1959, 1967, 1971.

16

Neal, Arthur G. and Solomon Rettig. 1967.

17

Dean, Dwight, Jr. "Alienation: Its Meaning and Measurement," 1961.

18

Seeman, Melvin. 1959, 1971.



This multidimensional approach is also asserted by Neal and

Rettig who suggest the need for a further empirical delineation of the

various structures of alienation. They also stress the need to use

more mathmatically "elegant" research tools and that complications in

understanding alienation arise from the continued adherence to the

variants of the Marxist notion of alienation as a class-related ideolngy.19

That they believe Marx's concept of alienation to be strictly class-bound

and that any reliance on the Marxian model only serves to blur one's

analysis, would indicate a very narrow interpretation of Marx on their

part. Seeman, on the other hand, does credit Marx for giving us an initial

framework for understanding work alienation and points out that he does

"recognize both empirical limitations and philosophic difficulties"

within the more purely:empiricist stance.2°

From the general definitional studies, we will now turn to those

works which deal with alienation as it specifically relates to work and

the organizational structure of work. Most researchers begin their studies

of alienation and work by measuring or discussing the feelings of powerless-

ness expressed by workers about their Jobs. The degree of lack of control

19

Neal and Rettig, 1967, pp. 55, 63. Their discussion of the selection
of orthogonality as a rotational criterion in order to fuse structures
by means of Ahmavaara's Transformational Analysis to determine structural
invariance (which, along with Oblimax, allowed them to extract all
factors whose eigenvalue exceeded one) is a gem of obfuscating
Jargonese.

20
Seeman, 1961, pp. 136, 138.
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over the processes and products of work Is generally thought to correlate

directly with overall feelings of alienation.

Clark (1959) argues that alienation is directly related to the

separation of the individual from the major decisions that affect his

work and that this is, in part, related to the organizational setting of

the job.21 Robert Blauner (1964) explains that workers22 experience

alienation from their work in the form of powerlessness, meaninglessness,

isolation and self-estrangement and that such work-related feelings are

transferred into other aspects of workers' lives. He suggests the need

for genuine individual responsibility for whatever it is one does (i.e.,

the sense that one's personal decisions are important in the overall

scheme of the job one does), 3nd that one must feel that one's individual

function In the Job setting is truly worth doing.23 He points out the

importance of coherence, cohesiveness and Integration In the overall work

scheme and that continued Job fragmentation and hierarchicalization

generally leads to Increasing work alienation.
24

But Blauner also says

C!ark, John P. "Measuring Alienation Within a Social System," 1959.
22

When we refer to the word "worker" in this paper, it ought to be taken
in Its broadest sense, which means it should Include all those who

must work in order to maintain at least some minimum standard of living
and even those who work and maintain an opulent standard of living almost
soley as a direct result of their labor. We, therefore, exclude from
the category "worker," those people who merely choose to work in order
to have something to do, by this, we mean those who could live on stock
dividends, securities, property and real estate 6nterests, bank and bond
Interest returns, etc.

23
Blauner, 1964, pp. 166, 171-73, 182-83.

24
Blauner, pp. 172, 175, 187.
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that alienation cannot be generalized from a few settings to all work

places, even those of similar hierarchical patterns: that alienation

varies from workplace to workplace and that one should not simply

declare alienation per se to be a unitary malaise of modern "organization

man.
"25

To do so, declares Blauner, harms the possibility of discovering

the specific roots of particular facets of alienation and therefore

prevents the understanding of and possible slowing of specific alienatirg

factors.
26

Aiken and Hage (1966) using six Indices to examine work aliena-

tion: (I) Work allocation index, (2) Alienation from expressive relations

index, (3) Hierarchy of authority index, (4) Participation in decision-

making index, (5) Job Codification index (individual responFibility for

Job-freedom to make everyday operating decisions about one's job), znd

(6) Rule observation index, found that lack of participation in organiza-

tional decision-making was strongly related to alienation from work.

They found a direct relationship between the degree of Job codification

and alienation from work and a fairly strong relationship between the

index of rule observation and both alienation indices.
27

Pearlin (1962)

studied conditions which fostered alienation by looking at "subjectively

experienced powerlessness within the work organization." He found that

25
Blauner, pp. 173-74; see Kirsch and Lengermann (1972) for the use and
support of Blauner's ideas as transposed to white collar settings.

26
Ibid., pp. 185-187.

27
Aiken and Hage, 1966; Robinson, Athanasiou, Head, 1969, pp. 200-203.
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alienation was most likely to occur where there was considerable

hierarchical disparity and where there was little communication or

decision-making by those on the lower rungs of the "tall" hierarchy.28

Some researchers have warned against universally equating

organizational hierarchicalization with work alienation in all cases,

and argue for further theoretical groundwork before being too enthusiastic

about the macro-application of reported empirical relationships. Jon

Shepard (i972) argue, for example, that alienation can only be under-

stood as a syndrome of related factors and not as a urltary concept,

even though the probabilities are very hign that tail hierarchy=

powerlessness=alienatlon. Shepardls work leads him to believe that the

three independent variables of powerlessness, meaninglessness and norm -

lessness may or may not be necessary factors for alienation and that

they are likely not to be sufficient factors.29

Bonjean and Grimes (1970, 1971) also attest to the multidimen-

sionality of the relationship between bureaucracy and alienation. They

argue that "there has been a tendency in the literature to suggest u

direct relationship between bureaucratization and alienation without

specifying the bureaucratic characteristics related to different forms or

dimensions of alienation."" In their research design, Bonjean and Grimes

28
Robinson, Athanasiou and Head, 1969), pp. 204-205. For an excellent

summation of most of the literature relating to work alienation, Job
satisfaction, and motivation, see Patchen, Tausky, Robinson, et al !n

Robinson, Athanasiou and Head.
29
Shepard, 1972, pp. 162-63, 170-71.

30
Bonjean and Grimes, 1970, p. 365.
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used five characteristics of bureaucracy: (I) hierarchy of autho-ity,

(2) specialization, (3) impersonality, (4) system of rules, (5) pro-

cedures; and six measures of alienation: (I) powerlessness, (2) norm-

lessness, (3) social isolation, (4) general alienation, (5) anomie,

(6) self-estrangement, In order to determine whether some dimensions of

bureaucracy are more closely related to allenrtion than others.31

They found, as did Seeman (1967), that the data did not support the

overall generalization of bureaucratization=allenation; that is, from

their research one cannot infer a necessary correlation between bureau-

cratization and alienation. But they do add that, "This Is not to deny

a relationship between some dimensions of bureaucracy and some types of

alienation at certain societal levels, but it does suggest that qualifi-

cation and specification are in order."32

In a critique of the Bonjean-Grimes approach, Barry Anderson

(1971) (who we believe has done the best empirical work to date on the

relationship between bureaucracy and student alienation In the schools)

suggests some alternative methods in the study of bureaucracy and

alienation. He finds that the problems In the Bonjean-Grimes approach

hinge on four basic issues: (I) unit of analysis, (2) instrumentation,

(3) dimensionality of bureaucracy and alienation, and (4) data analysis.
33

He argues, accurately we think, that Bonjean and Grimes, although doing

31

Ibid., p. 367.
32
ibid., p. 371.

33
Anderson, 1971, p. 614.
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a study of the consequences of organizational characteristics, ultimately

use the indlAdual as their unit of analysis. In research which uses

perceptual measures of bureaucracy, says Anderson, such analysis is not

sound since "variance attributable to individuals ought to be Ignored

(and that) some organizational unit and some form of consensus among

people is a logical prerequisite for isuch)a study."34 We also agree

with Anderson's point that the problem of unit of analysis in Bonjean-

Grimes probably means that their conclusion suggesting no direct general

relationship between bureaucratization and alienation is likely to be

erroneous. 35

Anderson also takes Bonjean and Grimes to task for their reliance

on existing instruments for their conceptualization and measurement:

Acceptance of existing scales without critical analysis
of their content and purposes in relation to the objectives
of tho study can be a primary source of spurious...findings.36

Indeed, as we have examined many of the scale items used in the Bonjean-

Grimes study, it often seemed that such items would be better suited

to the ferretting out of manic-depressives than they would be for linking

bureaucracy and alienation. Or as Anderson states, "...it is hardly

surprising that there are few significant associations between bureaucra-

tization and anomie (for example). The ordinary organization can hardly

be thought to drive a man to despair about the world, although it might

34

Ibid., p. 615.
35

Ibid.

36
Ibid.
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well drive him to despair about his job.37

Finally, two studies concerned with the connection between

bureaucracy and alienation for professionals offer us some further insights

into the problem of work alienation and organizational structure. Miller

(1967) agrees with both the earlier Blau-Scott thesis that bureaucracy

and professionalism rest upon fundamentally conflicting principles, and

with Kronhouser's work which suggests that professionals need considerable

Job autonomy if they are to fulfill their professional needs.38 Miller

states that the work of professionals ought to be characterized by high

intrinsic satisfaction, positive involvement and commitment to professional

standards. But he also cautions that one ought not to make an easy connec-

tion between Job dissatisfaction and self-estrangement or Job dissatisfac-

tion and overall alienation, even in research on professionals and

bureaucracy. Miller agrees with Marx, and in a circuitous way, Seeman, when

he points out that a person may be alienated from his work and yet still

be satisfied with his job, or possibly be dissatisfied with his job and not

alienated from his work.39 He concludes by indicating that the alienation

manifested by the professionals he studied probably resulted from their

lack of power and participation in the work organization and from the lack

37
Anderson, p. 616; Anderson's critique Is such a superb example of sound
empirical criticism that it is well worth reading in its entirety ,
especially since we can't enumerate all the excellent points made there-

in. For a reply to Anderson's critique, see BonJean- Grimes, 1971.

38
Miller, 1967, p. 755.

39
Ibid., p. 759.



of autonomy on their specific Jobs.
40

In a composite sketch of other studies on professionalism anc'

bureaucracy, Williams (1971) also argues that professionalism and

bureaucracy are in "natural conflict." Using the schools as an example

of a work organization where this is likely to occur, he states that the

more teachers attempt to truly fulfill their professional roles, the

greater the likelihood that they will come into conflict with the

general bureaucratic structure that characterized most schools.41 After

enumerating some typologies of professionalism and bureaucracy, he

indicates that "the person who has not fully mastered a body of knowledge

(mastering a body of knowledge being a characteristic of professionaiism),

would function with greater ease in the bureaucratic organization than

the true professional," and that the bureaucracy tends to "severely limit

the professional who must constantly choose from a variety of alternatives

in the application of knowledge" since it demands predictability In

decisions and learning.
42 Williams further adds that "if a teacher is

limited by bureaucratic rules in the way he applies his knowledge, then

the logical result is that the service rendered the student may not be

the maximum that coudd be provided by the particular teacher."43 And

40
Miller, p.767.

41
Williams, pp. 61-62.

42
Williams, p. 65; For further reading about the problems of professional-
ism, bureaucracy and administration, see the excellent collection of
articles edited by Walter Hack, et al;*Educatlonal'Administration:
Selected.Readings (Allyn and Bacon, .1971) and the penetrating and con-
cise work by Robert G. Owens, Or2anIZatiOhei Behavior in the Schools
(Prentice-Hall, 1970).

43
Ibid.
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while Williams dosen't discuss any research implications In the study of

bureaucracy and alienation, or even the connecting factors or correla-

tions per se, h,) does discuss what he feels to be the implications of

the research he has surveyed. Like Miller, and most of the other

researchers we have looked at up to this point, Williams argues (albeit

in a more overt fashion) for maximum feasible Job autonomy and for much

more overall decision-making participation and power for the professional

workers in the schools;44 "knowledge workers" to use Peter Drucker's

phrase.45

Before we look at some of the specific research on alienation,

Job satisfaction/dissatisfaction, and organizational structure

(especially bureaucracy) in the schools, however, we should begin to

think about what implications all the above research might have for

teachers in an even more highly regimented and "rationalized" bureaucracy

which would seem to be the probable result of a massive scale

accountability movement within the particular objective historical circum-

stances of 1974 America.

44
Ibid., p. 67.

45
See our discussion, later to this paper, of Drucker's ideas on "Teacher
as Knowledge-worker" and his thesis that schools must follow business
management precepts and become-qaccountable" by performance to set
objectives. Peter Drucker,'ManageMent, Harper and Row, 1974.
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By briefly examining research specifically focusing on schools as the place of

work organization, we want to further emphasize the connection between work

alienation and a hierarchical bureaucratic structure - and conversely, the corre-

lation that generally seems to be the case between a "flattened," "open" democratic

form of organization and overall work satisfaction.46

Belasco and Alutto (1972) used eight indices to measure the correlation

between decisional participation and teacher satisfaction: (I) satisfaction,

(2) decisional participation, (3) trust, (4) Job tension, (5) authoritarianism,

(6) role conflict, (7) perceptions of administrative influence, and (8) attitudinal

militancy. They suggest that there is a significant positive relationship between

teacher satisfaction and amount of decisional participation. 47 Coughlan's studies

of "open" and "closed" school systems (1970, 1971) indicate that professional

responsibility, internal communication, and general job satisfaction are considerably

enhanced in an "open"- school organizational setting.48 And Carpenter (1971),

Chung (1970), and Gerhardt and Miskel (1972) tell us that tall bureaucracy

46
Admittedly, this presents some theoretical problems, since, as we mentioned before,
one cannot say that alienation from work necessarily equals job dissatisfaction
nor that job satisfaction immediately negates overall work alienation. Partly,

this seeming paradox is a problem of definition. That is, what is the point of
origin from which one begins to study the problem; in this case, alienation. It

is also, however, a problem of diagnosis; the "how'' or methodological tnd the
general frame of reference of the analysis. This, of course, calls for an
analysis of the analyses - a much needed study that will only briefly be touched
on in this paper.

42
Belasco and Alutto (1972), pp. 47-50.

48
By "open" system, Coughlan means one in which there is considerable Job autonomy
and upward influence, which we interpret to mean decisional participation by
teachers. Coughlan (1970) pp. 26, 28, 32-33; (1971) pp. 50-51, 56-57.



generally means that teachers will have lower job satisfaction and feelings of

lack of professional growth, whereas teachers in flattened organizational

structures tend to feel a greater professional responsibility for what they do

and have higher feelings of job satisfaction.49 Chung says that high Job satis-.

faction of teachers correlates with participatory decision-making, increased teacher

autonomy, much interpersonal communication and easily accessible relationships

between every area of the organization. He concludes that a school organization

which maximizes the variables is very likely to provide a structure for optimizing

teaching/learning effectiveness. 50 Gerhardt and Miskel add that a flattened

organization wherein the administrative staff act as coordinators or service

specialists rather than directors can greatly alleviate teacher role conflict.
51

In four studies which specifically examine the relationship between

bureaucracy and alienation in the schools (rather than bureaucracy and job

satisfaction as in the above mentioned papers) the findings are somewhat more

complex and are less easily integrated into our own hypothesis; the moreso because

three of the articles focus on student alienation, rather than on teachers and

alienating work roles. Barry Anderson (!971, 1972) in two excellent research

pieces which are at once concise and inclusive, argues that Seeman's dimensional

model of alienation seems to hold for his work on students and bureaucracy.

49

Carpenter (1971), pp. 463-64.
50

Chung (1970), pp. 19-20.
51

Gerhardt and Miskel (1972), p. 10.



That is, if we are to gain any kind of significant information in this area,

Anderson is saying that we will have to "tie specific aspects of bureaucratic

structure (e.g., rules and regulations) to specific aspects of alienation

(e.g., powerlessness)."52 He does suggest '- his prior study, however, that

high bureaucratization of schools seems to be a more typical organizational

arrangement for students from lower SES backgrounds than for those from higher SES

levels; and that this just might have something to do with the achievement

deficiencies of such students.53. If we make a few small inferential leaps here,

we might opine that this high bureaucratization level leadsto lack of autonomy

and participation indecision- making for teachers which, in turn, leads to a

decrease in professional responsibility by teachers and lessened job satisfaction

for them. This could regress to a state of lowered teaching effectiveness, which

would necessarily lead to lower student achievement, which could account for

increasing indications of alienation in relation to other specific variables -

which brings us back to Anderson. Admittedly, the above progression is built on

very tenuous logical supports, but it does seem to us well worth pursuing.

Using Anderson's work as a guiding emoirical starting point, further research

ought to begin looking, in as many ways as possible, using as great a variety of

research tools as is feasible (methodologies from Seeman to Sennett to Cobb), at

52
Anderson (1973), pp. 330,331. Anderson used five indices of alienation in this
study: (I) powerlessness, (2) meaninglessness, (3) misfeasance (feelings of
necessity to cheat), (4) futility, and (5) self-estrangement; and six dimensions
of bureaucracy: (I) specialization, (2) procedural specification, (3) hierarchy
of authority, (4) rules, (5) technical competence, and (6) impersonality.
pp. 319-20.

53
Anderson (1971), pp. 13, 18.
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specific aspects of alienation and to determine with which aspects of bureaucracy

they tend to correlate. Before any data collection begins, however, the research

design, methodology and theoretical foundation of such a study ought to be

closely scrutinized in a "sociology of knowledge" perspective. A rigorous analytic

examination must be applied in order to check whether or not such research has

moved beyond the confines of sheer stated assumption. Having done all this, the

researcher could then proceed with the business of finding out whether such

correlations as were mentioned above would hold to any significant degree.

Two other studies on school bureaucratization and alienation also confirm

the need for further research efforts in this area. Rafalides and Hoy (1971)

and Meyers (1972) both agree with Anderson's thesis about the multi-dimensionality

of alienation and bureaucracy and state that more research is needed to explore

the correlations between specific dimensions of the two conceptualizations.54

Unfortunately, in both these particular studies, there tends to be a greater

reification within the research methodologies used than is the case in more

finely-honed empirical studies (e.g., Anderson). Indeed, their research designs

insure that the bureaucracy indices won't significantly correlate with the

particular alienation variables used. That is, the findings of their research

were predictable, from just a cursory examination of their initial premises and

design. It is tempting to say that this is the kind of "much ado about nothing"

that is to be expected from the more strictly positivistic kinds of research. But

54

Rafalides and Hoy (1971), p. 110; Meyers (1972, p. 17, 19.



this would be to explain away some very serious analytic questions about

researching alienation much too glibly.
55

We do suggest, however, that it is possible that too many people have

taken the problem of teacher bureaucracy and work alienation too lightly, and

that this factor in itself, would have serious carry-over to most emOrical

research efforts (even in the most meticulously thought-out works such as

Anderson and Seeman). This, alone could cause researchers to seriously misread

teacher/worker priorities, and indeed, engender an "inauthentic" response vis-a:

vis the teacher's perceptions about their work.56 In other words, certain

indicators of alienation, initially established by the researchers, that don't

appear to be at all significant in the final data analysis, might become

glaringly evident if just one or two of the initial premises were changed or if

some of the specifics in the design were altered such as questions in the attitudinal

survey or method of presenting the questions. That this is the case can be

easily seen by looking at the results of work alienation surveys from the 1950's

and from the 1970's. In some of the most recent surveys, questions are worded and

presented in a much less direct and threatening form than is evident on prior

attitudinal research. And, given a changing (different) society with changing

priorities toward work (in many cases), some of the initial premises of such

research have also changed.

55

This problem will be treated at length in "Alienation, Education and the
Sociology of Knowledge," by Robert Morgart (forthcoming).

56
See Martin and Morgart, "Recent Trends in Anti - Egalitarian Social Research"
AERA Meeting, New Orleans, 1973 (listed in ERIC files).
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This brings us to another problem that becomes more and more evident as one

examines the mass of empirical research on the subject of alienation - that is, the

matter of dichotomy and polychotomy of perception;57 the anfractuous nexus of

intersubjectivity between investigator and investigatee. Certainly the denial of

the coterminous nature of the investigator and investigated, as well as the attempt

to analyze the whole by the sum of its parts and then searching out correlations

between the parts of a social whole is partly doomed to failure, insofar as one

does not take into account interactions between observer and observed, and recognize

that the whole of any social phenomenon is (1) greater than, and (2) different from,

the sum of its parts. Any empirical research that is to move beyond mere

mathematical design/methodological elaboration, then, must take into account all

that ideological baggage which we necessarily carry with us as members of any

society or culture at any given time. As we have suggested elsewhere, what we

need is a set of questions that address assumptions that we tend to forget (or never

knew) we were operating on.58

Edward Shaffer (1970) in an excellent theoretical outline on alienation

and education, suggests that, 'By beginning from a set of 'objectve" constructs

without examining the very world Which makes inquiry possible, the individual

57

See the works of R. D. Laing for an in depth look at the ramifications of this
problem; for example Interpersonal Perception (with Phillipson and Lee), Springer
Publications, and The Politics of Experience, Ballantine.

58
For a much more complete elaboration of the problem of research which we have
outlined here, see Martin and Morgart "Recent Trends in Anti-Egalitarian Social
Research" AERA Meeting, New Orleans, 1973 (listed in ERIC files).
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remains an outsider and therefore alienated from the "meaning" of social reality

itself."59 Arguing for more conceptual work in this area, he states that, "The

social distribution of knowledge that is taken for granted and used to interpret

different aspecis of social reality is the proper subject for inquiry of a

phenomenologically oriented sociology of education. It is one of the scandals of

traditional modes of education that the general thesis of the natural attitude has

been ignored."'" Indeed; we would assert that the study of the social construction

of this knowledge/research on alienation and work is also a proper area of study

for a sociology which is built partly on the holistic Marxian foundation. 60 Clearly,

researchers must be careful that they don't fall victim to the ever-present Siren

of an a-historical, a-cultural empiricism.

With an increasing sophistication in methodology and research design and

with a greater emphasis on coming to grips with theoretical questions such as

these mentioned above, however, we can hopefully anticipate the growth of a multi-

disciplinary understanding of work alienation and its consequences and determinants

(and for our purposes, especially as it relates to teachers). 61 Without varied and

59
Shaffer, p. i28.

60
Leszek Kolakowski, the brilliant neo-Marxist philosopher, has suggested that

61
positivist research itself is an alienating activity - "the alienation of reason."

Though we had planned to do our own survey research 9f work alienation and teachers
in different bureaucratic settings, we began to realize that what needed to be done
more than further research was a critique of the existing research - a critique
which would encompass on analytic phenomenological, and a Mgrxian (Frankfurt
critical theory variety) examination of the theoFetical underpinnings of the pre-
vious research. We would also argue that there is r need for less reliance on the
crutch of statistics in such research. That is, we can often learn more from one
Sennett and Cobb-type of study than from ten randomly sel ?cted ASR articles combined.
Indeed, we believe that learning and understanding people s deepest feelings about
themselves and their everyday working lives - in dialogical manner - is a
significant part of the research we ought to be about if we are looking for corre-
lations between work alienation and hierarchical organizational structure.
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continuous testing of this understanding in real work situations and without

involved discussions of a one to one relationship (dialogue) between the researcher

and individual workers who are being researched, however, these studies will be at

best only partially descriptive surveys with little in the way of recommendations

except more research."62

It is clear that work alienation, especially as it may be a growing

phenomenon for the modern public school teacher, is a complex and as yet relatively

unalalyzed motif in social/administrative science of education. To paraphrase Paul

Kimmel, the study of work alienation is really only at the threshold of scientific

inquiry.63

The task. then, is to develop the methods and tools of a non-reifying social

research based on the precepts of critical theory, yet which can also produce

quantifiable results; a research which is at once empirical and dynamic.

All the research, critiques of research, And suggestions for further research

notwithstanding, however, we aro still left with the task of elaborating on our

overall thesis of the likelihocd of increasing teacher work alienation in the

Seventies. We suggested that this problem would, in the main, stem from a

probable continuance of - or increase of - the hierarchical organizational

bureaucracies. And we pointed out that this kind of hierarchicalization, typified

62
Robinson, Athenasiou, Head, 1969, p. 22.

63 .

Soo Paul Kimmel's.concise and important ess;ly in Robinson, Athanasiou and Head,
'Research on Work and the Worker in the United States," pp. 17-22. For some the
more recent studies on the me-'ning of work and work alienation, see Gooding (1968);
Best (1973); Parker (1971); Garson (1972, 1973, 1974); Herzberg (1965); Gintis
(1972, 1973); Vroom (1969, 1970); and Jenkins, et al (1973). See Bibliography for
further reference.



in the burgeoning accountability movement (and congruent with the purported "teacher

surplus' issue), probably results in increased job dissatisfaction among teachers,

decreased professional commitment, and the estrangement of intellectual pursuits

and critical consciousness in learning. If genuine intellectual growth and the

development of dynamic cognitive learning abilities in students is the stated basis

for the accountability movement and the increased hierarchicalization that is likely

to accompany it, then we will argue that, even assuming good faith on the part of all

its proponents (an assumption that may be glaringly naive, as we will point out in

the following section of this paper), such a move will fail, given the overall

ramifications of work satisfaction mentioned above.

64
Freire, Paulo. Pedagogy of the Oppressed, Herder and Herder, 1970.
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...the prosaic man (accountabilist) is forever incapable of considering
issues in depth. He stays at the surface; he remains with things that
permit readily specifiable action. He entertains no questions with
respect to life, man, or society that do not obviously lead to specific
things to do. Everything else, it seems to him, is mere words -
idealistic, not realistic; sentimental, not practical. Confronted
with a difficulty, the prosaic man gets busy; he works at one thing and
works at another; he changes, modifies, and manipulates; he institutes
projects and programs;...holds meetings, collects data...develops
techniques. And he does all this without ever asking a single fundamen-
tal question, without ever attending to such basic things as the aims,
underlying assumptions, values, or justification of what he is dealing
with and what he is doing. Therefore, all his busyness - restless,
nerve-racking, and exhausting - is at bottom only tinkering with and
an accelerating of what already exists.

- George W. Morgan
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IV. FEAR AND LOATHING FOR THE ACCOUNTABILITY "MOVEMENT": A JOURNEY INTO
THE BUREAUCRATIC WASTELAND.

The tall bureaucratic structure that has dominated public school ad-

ministrators has all but excluded public school teachers from the important

educational concerns of professional, curricular, and fiscal policy decision-

making. As we have argued, even with the current growth of union strength;

teachers generally have not gained meaningful control over the processes of

their work and an increasing degree of teacher alienation has generally coin-

cided with the increasing hegemony of a hierarchical bureaucracy.

Two recent developments are rapidly taking shape which present per-
t

haps the greatest threat to date for eroding newly acquired teacher power and

the potential for preventing teachers from gaining equal control over educational

policy decisions affecting their work. First, a well publicized, but yet to be

substantiated, nationwide critical teacher "surplus";1 and, second, what has be-

come popularly known as the "accountability movement." Teacher surplus approximated

the rise of the accountability movement, and even though there are considerable

quantitative data explaining teacher surplus,2 qualitatively, these data leave much

1While many administrators and economists speak of a great teacher sur-
plus, it is clear to us by looking at school classrooms that rather than too many
there are too few teachers. There is a surplus only In so far as we refuse to pay
for more teachers and that could be financed from the trimming of a grotesque mili-
tary budget. For further discussion of this "issue" see: Teacher Shortage or Sur-
plus: That Is the Question. National Center for Improvement of Educational Systems,
Washington, D. C. June 1972 and The Supply and Demand of Teacher and Teaching, Leo
J. Shapiro and Evelyn Zerfos, housed at the University of Nebraska Curriculum Center
Lincoln, Nebraska.

2For an analysis of the prospects of a teacher surplus for the next few
years see: Trends In Teacher Supply and Demand In Public Schools 1973 -1976, William
S. Graybeal, NEA Research Division, Washington,D.C. 1973.
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to be desired. Speculation about the effects surplus can have upon teachers is

more hazardous than theorizing about the accountability movement.

Accordingly, the remainder of this paper will focus on the effects ac-

countability can have upon American public school teachers and especially the

possible resultant barriers to teacher's acquiring an equal share of control over

educational decision making in all sectors-and thus contributing, as we have

shown,to the likelihood of increasing teacher alienation from their work situation.

The direction of our emphasis is not intended, however, to mean that teacher sur-

plus is any less threatening to teacher autonomy than is accountability. The fact

that teacher surplus and accountability emerged at about the same time as an in-

crease in teacher power is not, we believe, merely an historical accident. This

is a complex issue and only much more research and reflection on the covergence of

these three important historical developments can provide an accurate analysis.

When more research has been completed, however, we suspect that accounta-

bility will be seen partly as a labor market stabilizer much in the same vein and

purpose of I.Q. and achievement tests.3 Accountability will be the means of se-

lecting out and firing teachers which will serve a three fold purpose for astute

administrators but especially for the corporate system as a whole. On the one hand

it will serve to assuage the angry inner-city parents who feel that their chIldren

are getting inferior schooling by making them believe something significant is

being done for 'equal opportunity." At the same time, it will reinforce the image

of the teacher as the problem and thus by scapegoating teachers, it will continue

3
See: Lazerson, Karier, et. al.

of testing Marvin Lazerson, "Educational
Review Reprint No. 23; Clarence Karier,
Corporate Liberal State" in Roots of Crisis,
Nally, 1973, pp. 108-137

for a discussion of the needs and roots
Testing, and Social Policy" Harvard

"Testing for Order.- and Control in the
sis, Karier, Violas and Spring, Rand Mc
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to divert attention from the real sources of the problem of inequality in this

society. Finally, it will be a stabilizing barrier to effective class conscious-

ness by teachers, since, like the I. Q. Tests "working class child syndrome "

accountability will claim objectivity ,fairness and universality of standards.

Thus, in this fashion accountability and its technocratic 'accomplishments might

quell the growing power of teacher unionism and further constrain schools from

truly becoming sources of individual self-discovery and a collective power out-

growth by both students and teachers. We think accountability is the best con-

trivance thus far for "neutralizing" the power of real education and for "mickey-

mousing" teachers to distraction and ultimate capitulation to the innocuous problem

of positivistic learning.

Those teachers first encountering accountability terminology were surely

bewildered by the complexity of a bureaucratic language that was used to explain

the myriad of educational benefits. Claims by proponents of this movement vary

widely as to what can be achieved - from what amounts to a basic 3 r's curriculum

to a humanistic one or from the claim of centralized to decentralized control of

the schools. It seems as though the language is created first, and theory and prac-

tice are subsequently considered and then rationalized. Nevertheless, teachers

are confronted with the deadening task of learning a new lexicon of terminology and

symbols. Management by objectives, systems analysis, in-puts, out-puts , quality

control,educational engineering, vouchers, generic and enabling objectives, acti-

vities and competencies, omnicompetencies, modules, CBTE, PBTE, are the more sa-

lient linguistic drugery t:Jat the neophite to accountability faces.

It is not that slogans are unique to today's teachers, for they have had

a long history of spurious influence in our schools, but educational slogans seem
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to have an added and special significance for the present accountability move-

ment. As Israel Scheffler posits, educational slogans "make no claim to facili-

tating communication or reflecting meaning" but are

repeated warmly and reassuringly, rather than
pondered gravely .... They provide rallying symbols
of the key ideas and attitudes of an educational move-
ment. They both express and foster community of spirit,
attracting new adherents and providing reassurance and
strength to veterans .... With the passage of time,
however, slogans are often increasingly interpreted...
as literal doctrines or argument, rather than merely
as ral!.--7,7_ -imbols. When this happens in a given case,
it be)mf--, fi.-,ortant to evaluate the slogan both as a

stral;M forward assertion and as a symbol of a prac-
tical social movement.'

A linguistic analysis of the slogans used in the accountability movement is,

of course, beyond the scope of this paper but it does seem necessary to note

the important and sometimes critical, place they play in the movement and their

ideological implications. Over and over again one reads and hears "business/

management/efficiency" apd "science of education" language. In even a cursory

examination of the movement, the economic implications and purposes become ob-

vious in the very nature and the structure of accountability language.
5

The search for a broad theoretical rational for accountability can be

found in the behavioristic/mechanistic theories of B. F. Skinner, but morebrac-

4The Language of Education. Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas,
1960, pp. 36-37.

5
For an extended discussion of the relationship of slogans to accounta-

bility see: "Performance-based Teacher Education: Examination of a Slogan." Mar-

garet Linsey, The Journal of Teacher Education., Vol. XXIV, No. 3, Fall 1973, pp.

180-186.



tical" theories were located in the initial writings of the high priest of the

movement, Leon Lessinger. In his pioneering work, Every Kid,A Winner: Accounta-

bility in Education.6 Lessinger compared the American educational system to a

malfunctioning machine and emphasized the necessity of preparing "educational

engineers" to correct that malfunction. His industrial model of the teacher as

an educational engineer called for a "workable technology of instruction" and

"certain managerial procedures that both stimulate the demand for performance

and help to provide it."7 The educational engineer provides "tables and text"

on how much it will cost the community for performance contracting. Continuing,

Lessinger declared that

A major objective of educational engineering
is to arm educational practitioners with both
the technological competence of essential en-
gineering generalizations, strategies, and tools
and the professional practice of a successful in-

structor or educational managor.*

Lessinger.and a..number of other accountability spokesmen seem intent

upon equating the functions and purposes of schools to business and industry and

they seem obsessed with the economics of schooling. Speaking from an organiza-

tionai, manageriai, and technological point of view, Lessinger compared formal

6Pubiished by Science Research Associates in concert with Simon, Schuster,
Inc., New York, 1970.

7 Ibld. 32

8
Ibid.



education to a "cottage industry."

Costs accelerate, yet there is little improvement
in productivity. The "industry" is labor intensive-
over 85 percent of the average budget Is spent for
salaries and for benefits related to salaries. Such
a share of the educational dollar, coupled with teacher
militancy, collective bargaining and tenure, presents such
community problems of runaway costs divorced from
responsive improvement.9

Lessinger's warnings about the growing threat of teacher union power to

school budgets could only have struck a responsive note to cost conscious

school administrators,parents, and politicans to rally around the cause of

accountability. Yet GOtz (1974) is correct in saying that "with characteris-

tic duplicity we continue to proclaim marvelous humanistic objectives while

judging the success of our schools in purely economic terms."1°

One of the most blatant and, to us, frightening advocacy of cost-

cutting in the schools appeared in the recent March issue of the Kappan in

James G. Aber-Ft
s11

unequivocal recommendations to schools for reducing the

cost of education. Abert maintains that the financial problems facing the

schools should cause educators to "look at education as an industry and [they-

should] start to speak of the effects of shifting such ratios as capital to labor

and out-put to.labor,"12[that is, schools must shift 'from being intensive industries 1

9lbid 74.

10
GOtz, 1974, p. 91

11Presently director of research, National Center for Resource Recovery
and formely, deputy assistant for evaluation and program monitoring at HEW,

12"Wanted: Experiments in Reducing the Cost of Education." Phi Delta

Kappan, Vol. LV. No.7 March 1974, pp. 444.
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capital intensive industries ]. Education is considered as an enterprise whose

employees compete for a share of the national product ... with employees in all

areas of the economic activity. To prevent teacher wage deterioration relative to

industrial employees, Abert suggests two possible remedies to school officials.

The first is to"follow the lead of manufacturing in-
dustries ..., by substituting capital for labor [auto-
mation,] thus increasing the capital-to-labor ratio
[educational hardware, cheaper than teachers]. The second
is to vary the labor mix systematically such that while
the range of wages, high to low, may not change, larger
numbers of employees eget. at the low end, thereby holding
the average wage down."'

Noting what he considered a rapid increase in wages for elementary and secondary

schools, Abert then emphasized that

It is important ... not tollose sight of the fact
that there must be fewer hands [teachers]. .... The
labor force mix strategy requires .... 'cheaper'
people to be mixed with the trained professional cadre.
There are[three] obvious groups who can and do provide
services at less than the prices demanded by regular
employees [teachers] .... students ... retirees ....
and volunteer or semivolunteer housewives .... It

would seem obvious that large shifts to student instruc-
tion -- call it supervised peer groups or peer group
'plus -a-couple-of-years'-- might pay handsome dividends.
The same is true of using large numbers of retiree para-
professionals in the classroom.14

13 Ibid. What this would do, at least for a while, would be to throw
teachers into the "secondary" labor market. See: Piore, Edwards et al;

14
Ibid. 445.
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An analysis of Abert's "experimental" proposals leads us to conclude

that such proposals are already, in fact, being carried out in nearly all school

districts: the cutting of services and staff and the..hiring practice of employ-

ing the beginning teacher, paraprofessionals, and permanent substitutes, who

are less experienced but much cheaper than the experienced teacher. Too, all

types of educational hardware are utilized, and there is independent and group

study, programmed instructional materials, team teaching, peer-group - instruc-

tional assistance, and many other teaching/learning cost-cuttIng techniques.

Written materials favoring accountability are ladden with promises of economic

efficiencies for school systems that implement competency or performance based

educational programs in their schools. The ideas flowing from such literature

not only buttress present cost accounting practices in the schools but provide

the theoretical basis for the future proliferation of these practices and for

many yet-to-be developed ones that are on accountability drawing-boards.

Teachers cannot help but become the most victimized party in such economic

considerations. Their increased economic vulnerability can only lead to a worsen-

ing alienated condition. They become, as noted in our prior terminology, aliena-

ted from the process of their work since as professionals they sell their labor

for use in a mechanistic system in which they have little real power or autonomy.

And by extending this analogy between the schools and the economic behavioral

basis of the modern firm, we see the student becoming even more blatantly the

merchandisable product. It is not difficult to see that accountability con-

tributes to the development of individual identies as market commodities.

Even those educational strategies in the accountability mold which

allegedly concentrate on each individual student are, in reality, marketing pro-



cedures Which manipulate the student into developing harmony with both macro

and micro organizational demands. Thus while the controls will be of a "soft"

scientific nature, they will be no less in control for both students and teachers.

As we have said, more boundaries and more complexities are being added to the

already ponderous bureaucratic system which will make change all the more difficult

to contemplate, let alone effect.

The most sophisticated economic justification for accountability, we

believe, comes not from the pen of an educationist but from the writings of

Peter Drucker, the highly regarded dean of American management science.

From his recent work Management
15 Drucker declares that It is mandatory for ser-

vice institutions, like schools, to stop being such parasites on the well-being

of the market economy; that is, all service Institutions, such as schools, are

paid for out of economic surplus and therefore, they are social overhead. But it

is not Just the increasing cost of service institutions [schools] that makes it

mandatory for them to be managed.16 Schools are mismanaged and are justifiably

attacked for lack of performanceP In fact, schools must look to business to

learn management by objectives - at present, they simply are not managed.18 We

must, says Drucker, make school work productive and the workers [teachers] achieveP

Managing schools for performance - holding them accountable - is our greatest

15New York, Harper Row, 1974.

161bid. 132. Our emphasis.

17lbid.
133.

18lbid
134.

19lbid.
135. Our emphasis.



managerial need toda .

20 Schools need not differ from the firm, and indeed really

are not different excep+ for terminology - differences are in technology not

substance. 21

For Drucker, the major difference between schools and business is that

schools must be based on effectiveness not efficiency.
22 Effectiveness - that

is to say student achievement - can be measured easily and precisely by the use

of behavioral objectives. Indeed, achievement Is never possible except if it is

measured against specific, limited, clearly defined tragots.
23 Performance must

no longer be the ability to increase one's budget as has too long been the case

with schools. Schools have for too long substituted public relation for performance?4

Drucker defines teachers as "knowledge workers"25 and since they are workers they

must be managed like any other workers. But what really matters is for schools

to be accountable and to truly focus on results.
26

To summerize, Drucker believes the schools need the following:

1) clear objectives and goals

2) priorities of concentration

3) measurements of performance

20
Ibid. '

21
Ibid. 136. Our emphasis.

22
Ibid. 138. Our emphasis.

23
Ibid. 140.

24
Ibid. 143.

25
Ibid. 176. Our emphasis.

26
Ibid. 155.
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4) feedback and to build In self control from
results

5) organized audit of objectives and results

6) to identify unsatisfactory performance and activi-
ties that are obsolete unproductive or both

7) to abandon "low-performance" activities

8) competition between schools to hold them to per-
formance standards."

And for those who may not see any seriousness of purpose or urgency in Drucker's

pro-accountability message, he declares to them that "we cannot tolerate the present

system much 1:mger -wemust hold schools to rigorous performance standards"28

In addition to examining the critical interrelationship between educational

accountability and the economics of the Corporate State. It also seems necessary

and logical to extend that examination to the polity. National politicans have

spoken in support of educational accountability. Congressman Roman Pucinski of

Chicago ,for example, referred to educational engineering as a coming revolution

In America . More importantly, however, Is the fact that a majority of the state

legislatures have mandated competency based teacher education programs and that

performance contracts between government and private corporations are prolifera-

ting - HEW with the Rand Corporation and the OEO's $5,6 million investment in 18

school districts, to name a few.

27
1bid. 160-163 Our emphasis.

28
Ibid. 165.
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Teacher unions have also become involved in the politics of accounta-

bility under the title of "accountability," the preamble to the contract be-

tween the New York Cit' Board of Education and the United Federation of Teachers

for the period September, 1969 to September, 1972 pledged that the union and

the board would "develop objective criteria of accountability."29 This was in

part, an outgrowth of the political struggles over community control In some

New York City schools in the late 1960's, especially Oceanhill-Brownsville.

UFT President, Albert Shanker, has asserted that an accountability system would

give teachers the greatest protection ever known by guarding competent teachers

from unwarrented criticism and providing assistance to less capable teachers.
30

But Shanker saw accountability differently than parents. Parents (mainly black)

wanted teacher accountability to ensure a better education for their children,

whereas Shanker, although desirous of quality education, gave priority to better

teacher protection. This placed Shanker's position on accountability outside

the sphere of pedegoglc matters and into the arena of the politics of teacher power

(vis-a-vis black parents)and especially into a concern with the possible erosion of

teacher power resulting from accountability schemes. The political struggle

between black parents and Shenker (and the UFT) resulted, in part, from varying

interpretations of "accountability."

Support for accountability came even from the very highest political

office in the land. As early as 1970 Nixon, in a special message to Congress on

29Accountability: The Hazard of Blame-Placing," Albert Shenker's, (Where
We Stand) New York Times. January 7, 1973.

30"Accountability and Progress by Nomenclature, Old ideas in New Bottles."
Jacob Landers, Phi Delta Kappan Vol. LIV No. 8, April, 1973, 539.
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educational reform, stated his backing for the movement. Attacking the high

cost and "failure" of federal compensatory education programs, he compared

federal money spent to the poor results in achievement.

From these considerations we derive another
new concept: accountability. School administra-
tors and school teachers alike are responsible for
their performances and it is in their interest
as well as in the interests of their pupils that
they be held responsible .... we have, as a nation,
too long avotged thinking of the productivity of
the schools.'

In this same message Nixon called for the establishment of the National Insti-

tute of Education which was soon to be given a leading role in spearheading

many accountability schemes.

When James E. Allen resigned as United States Commissioner of Educa-

tion (his opposition to the Vietnam War did not endear him to the President),

Sidney P. Marland Jr. assumed his position, and it was not long before Marland

began championing the cause of accountability. He said "I laud such elements

of accountability as are present in performance contracting and the independent

audit of performance" and viewed "management by objectives ... as an important

key to the smooth operation of our contemporary education institutions."32

Describing in great detail his pride and commitment to its widespread operation

31 "Excerpts From the President's Special Message to Congress on Educa-
tion," The New York Times, March 4, 1970, 28.

32"Accountabillty In Education." Teacher's College Record, Vol. 73, No.3
February, 1972, 344.
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within th9 U. S. Office of Education, Marland proudly spoke of its efforts

to establish management objectives but warned that this was

the very first and relatively modest step in
the management by objectives process. Once
large objectives have been hammered out, each
must be broken into specific and carefully de-
fined sub-objectives. Accountability is impli-
cit from day to day and from month to month as
all echelons in the Office of Education focus
their energies on the objective and its sub-
objectives and perform the various tasks which
lead to their completion.33

Calling for a "science of evaluation," Marland speculated (frighteningly so,

to us) on the'future of accountability.

Indeed, within our time-perhaps within the next ten
years there could well be a nationwide accounting
process or institution which would act like a cer-
tified public accountant in business, objectively
assessing the success and failure of our schools
and reporting the findings to the public .... How
productively are our teachers being used .... is the

professor using his time and talents rnsuch a way
as to change the lives of his students -- and how
many? These are pertinent questions of accountability
and as our schools and colleges face economic crisis,
the questions become even more crucial.34

33lbid.
340 For a unique account of centralization decentralization theory

of public organizations, See: Herbert Kaufman's article "Administration Decen-
tralization and Political Power," Public Administration Review Jan/Feb. 1969
Vol 24 #1 pp. 3-15. For an almost wholly descriptive look at what we like to
call the "revolving, reformist administrative shell game" or what Kaufman views
as the cyclical nature of the politics of public administration. In effect, ad-

ministration can "roll with the punches" or "scores an early knockout" but still
stays in control of the fight.

34lbid.
344.



His concern with the application of business/efficiency management technolo-

gy to an increased teacher productivity clearly placed Marland on the ideo-

logical side of those political figures favoring the political/economic uses

of accountability.

M. M. Gubser, Dean of the College of Education at the University of

Arizona, described one of the more open displays of the use of accountability

for political purposes. Ultraconservatives had gained power in the Arizona

State Department of Education and promoted a system of instructional accounta-

bility in order to indoctrinate-students into r!ght-wing political and econo-

mic ideas. The Arizona Board appointed "basic goals commissions" whose goals

were to "be used as criteria for statewide text and supplementary book selec-

tion and for 'deletion of offensive and controversial passages' in present

instructional materials."35 To make certain that teachers did not deviate from

the goals and behavioral objectives of the state-mandated curriculum, the state

board of education approved a performance recertification based on Performance

testing.

An attack on political/academic freedom was accomplished under a "smoke-

screen" of accountability, and Gubser predicted that

35"4

1;;.,

It may be the beginning of a national trend. Cali-
fornia's Governor Ronald Reagan, in a recent address,
cited Arizona's developing educational situation as a
model for his and other states. The nationally syn-
dicated ultraconservative radio program, Lifeline,
sponsored by oil millionaire H. L. Hunt, has urged

r, I
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school partons throughout the country to press for
legislation and a curriculum patterned after that
adopted in Arizona. In Georgia a situation remark-
ably similiar to Arizona's has developed over the
past year. Texas [and numerous other states] has
now legislated performance-based t education
and criterion-referenced instruction. 6

We fully share Gubser'sconcerns and fear the possibility of other forms of

socio/polltical oppression under the guise of accountability.

There are numerous other examples of the economic and political uses

of the accountability movement in education. The extent of such political en-

doresement is diverse. Accountability advocates from the President of these

United States to the local politican or businessman are often fiscal conser-

vatives, not known for their support of progressive social legislation, and are

more interested in maintaining the status quo than with initiating change. But

politicans and administrators of a more liberal persuasion are among the ranks

of those pushing accountability. They are cognizant of the benefits derived from

the socio/economic stability promised by accountability and they often become

the leading spokesman for an essentially conservative reactionary movement.

Our examination of the accountability movement has led us to the con-

clusion that external economic and political forces provide the main thrutt be-

hind the movement and that these forces have as their primary, goal holding down

mounting educational costs at all levels of education while at the same time,

supporting the status quo of the economic and political system and all its atten-

dant inequities.

36
lbid 65.
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Wayne Urban37 provides, we think, the best critical analysis of the

"foundations of accountability" when he clearly delineates the movement on

two different levels 1) educational policy which involves political and econo-

mic forces external to the educational process itself and 2) educational me-

thodology. Criticizing Olmstead38 for not being consistent In distinguishing

between the two, Urban maintains that political and economic forces best explain

the basic foundations of accountability and shows where these forces were at

work in the implementation of "accountability" schemes In 19th century Victorian

England, America in the 1920's, as well as the present movement. Referring to

Marvin Levit's article "The ideology of Accountability in Schooling,"39 Urban

says that the accountabilists,by concentrating on narrow objectives.and means,

accept the present social order as a given and do not consider the relation-

ship between school success and economic class. Urban then summarizes the cen-

tra: ideas in O'Connor's article on "Fiscal Crisis of the State."4° 1) contemporary

Capitalism's fusion of economic and political systems. 2) the state, at all levels,

undertakes policies to enhance corporate profits 3) the state, in the role of

subsidizer of corporate capital, coupled with rising ;wage demands by state

employees and a tax payers revolt, has created a crisis in state budgets.

37A paper presented to the American Educational Studies Association at the
AACTE Convention, Chicago, Illinois, February 22, 1973 by Wayne J. Urban, Asso-
ciate Professor, Educational Foundations Department, Georgia State University,
Atlanta.

38Richard Olmstead, paview of Every Kid a Winner. Accountabilit in Educa-

tion by Leon Lessinger in Harvard Educational Review, XLII, August, 1972, pp. 425-
429.

39Educational Studies, Vol.111, Fall, 1972, 133-40.

40
James O'Connor, Socialist Revolution No. 1-2, January, February, 1970

and March-April 1970. pp. 12-54. and 34-94.
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Building on 01Connorle analysis, Urban then concludes that accounta-

bility, in education, is an attempt to raise teacher productivity in order to

meet this crisis. We concurr with Urban's analysis and argue that accounta-

bility is more an economic and political issue than a pedagogical one and

therefore teachers must focus there collective efforts on the former issue

in order that they may best defend themselves from a real threat posed to them

by the movement.

Accountabilists know that saving money can best be accomplished by main-

taining or reducing the highest accelerating cost of education, teacher's salaries.

Accountability is the vehicle that has been chosen for such a task by government

agencies and officals, legislatures, and school boards-many of whom have been

loath to spend funds on education in recent times. But accountability is de-

signed not only to reduce growing education costs; it has a concomitant purpose

the halting and then reduction of the rise of the collective power of teachers

and the curtailment of any possibility of teacher's moving in the direction of

their own self-management. And self-management,we believe, Is the direction in

which teacher's must go in orderfor them to prevent a deepening of their present

state of alienation.

Proponents of accountability are also fond of expounding on the "quality

control" aspects of accountability,
41

but as we have suggested earlier expanding

hierarchical bureaucratization is incompatible with quality work. Indeed as we

'made clear in Part II of this paper, it is highly probable, especially for pro-

41
For a "1984 discussion" of this see: "Quality Control in the Public

Schools," Elizabeth C. Wilson, Educational Technology, October, 1971, 25-29.



fessionals, that such change will only serve to further alienate teachers from

their work and hence lower the quality of work being done. To paraphrase Richard

Goodwin, "a truly rigorous system of quality control in an organizational

structure as exists in most public education, would assume the dimensions of

a subordinate bureaucracy which would add to the deficiencies of that form to

the incapacIties received through the umbilical."
42

Accountability, we believe, is an attempt to apply mechanical solutions

to a complex social institution, the school. It is an emerging gigantic power

scheme designed to prespecify goals that are usually simplistic,unreal to the

learner's natural learning environment, restrictive to the learner,and empiri-

cally unVerifiable. 43 The main purposes of prespecifying goals are to rigidly

control what teachers will do in the classroom and, more importantly, to control

the overall economic and political considrations of.the affairs of the schools

although it is alleged that all those involved in the educational process will be

involved in formulating goals, this is only a diversionary tactic to give teachers,

parents, etc. a false sense of control over educational decision-making. The

higher echelons of authority will ultimately make the important economic and

political, as well as pedagogical,decisions facing the schools.44

42Goodwin, Part III, 69.

43
We have spoken often of narrowness and superficiality that are almost

always associated with the kind Of educational assessments that we find in stall-,
dardized and "objective" tests. With accountability, as presently conceived, there
is good reason to believe that the number of tests given and behavioral objectives
written will spread rapidly much like the frantic wandering of a bull elk in rut-
without regard to content, conditions, problems, or purposes.

44
Until the bureaucratic machinery that Is responsible for implementing

all this is running in smooth, self-perpetuating rhythm, we will be fuliy under-
way to another "educational Vietnam" which will "clamor for total involvement,
which will resist de-esclation and from which we may later find it impossible to
make any honorable withdrawal." See: Richard Ulin's excellent short piece "Behavioral
Objectives: Vietnam for the English Curriculum," NEATE Leaflet, Vol. 70 No. 1,

February, 1971, Eric No. ED05122Z, for a further look at a cogent analogy.
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Accountability, we think, can only lead to a much more rigid hierarchy than

already exists in the schools and, by extrapolating from our previous model, it will

likely lead to an increase in whatever alienation from their work teachers now ex-

perience. Although teachers will be given the opportunity to develop and imple-

ment goals for students, administrators will do the same for teachers, and like-

wise school boards for administrators. The same kind of reporting from a lower

level to the next highest level along a vertical hierarchical structure will be-

come even more rigidly adhered to than already exists in modern school bureaucracies.

School systems would become organized even more like large corporations wherein

each subordinate is held directly responsible to his immediate superior up and down

the hierarchical ladder until there is a web of accountability in which everyone

is rigidly controlling someone else. But the real controlAhe "ultimate control,"

will remain at the top. Any illusion ofcontrol by teachers will be Just that.

The writings of Lessinger and similar advocates of accountability are

contributing to essentially an attempt to convert teachers into mere technocrats

requiring them to give priority to a restless pursuit of efficiency
45

and produc-

tivity. But such a pursuit can take on all the trappings of a modern "scientific

mysticism," and as Richard Goodwin has stated,

The rational pursuit of a mystical idea Is not
rational, however, and if it is carried far enough,
it loses whatever reason it once claimed ... [and
that] whatever scientific reason expands lis claim
of authority to Include the social process and is
then carried to its logical conclusion, scientific

45
See our prior discussion of the term "efficiency" in this paper.
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reason becomes a form of secular mysticism.46

Accountability has as its central core an organizational logic which

emphasizes economy, modernization, and exterm systemization. Teachers are burdened

with rigid techniques "objective "data, inflexible management and evaluative pro-

cedures. But we believe that "newspeak" vocabulary, the technocratic "overkill,"

the frantic stressing of input, "objective" output, the increasing fragmentation

of knowledge are really power-masking vapidities which try to conceal education's

servant relationship to the overall transaction of the economic production process.

if successfully implemented, we believe the accountability movement would result

in a systematic oppressive mechanistic control system over public, school teachers

and would render teachers more alienated from their work than is presently the case.

46Although Goodwin is referring to America's holy war in Vietnam here,
the same can be said of those who are working on accountability as the
answer to equal educational opportunity. There are those who know perfectly
well what the real purposes of accountability are, however, and we can only hope
the educational research equivalent of a Daniel Eilsberg will soon emerge from one
of the universities' education think tanks. See: "The American Condition. Part!,

pp 51,53. For another exposition of this as it relates to educational research,
see: Don Martin and Robert Morgart, "Recent Trends in Anti-Egalitarian Research:
Some Considerations of the Possible Effects Upon Equal Educational Opportunity for
Minorities," AERA paper, New Orleans, February, 1973.
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V. CONCLUSION: WHAT IS TO BE DONE/AN EXAMINATION OF THE POSSIBILITIES OF TEACHER
SELF - MANAGEMENT IN THE SCHOOLS

Having examined conceptualizations of bureaucracy and alienation, looked at

some of the recent research on alienation, and explored the possible ramifications

that the accountability movement might engender vis-a-vis teachers, bureaucracy and

work alienation, we can now outline some conclusions of our study and offer some

possible means, of resolving the more blatant perversions of the meaning of work and

everyday life that seem to be consequences of the "tall" hierarchical organization.

Paul Blumberg states that, "There is hardly a study in the entire literature

which fails to demonstrate that satisfaction in work is enhanced or that other

generally acknowledged beneficial consequences accrue from a genuine increase in

workers' decision-making power. Such consistency of findings, we submit, is rare in

social research. (But) it is not really difficult to explain why participation

''works;" it is almost a matter of common sense that men will take greater pride

and pleasure in their work if they are allowed to participate in shaping the

policies and decisions which affect that work."1 And most research tells us that

this applies all the moreso to those workers so designated as professionals. This

delineating relationship with work tends to operate in a dialectical fashion; that

is, the "participating worker is an involved worker, for his job becomes an exten-

sion of himself and by his decisions he is creating his work, modifying and

regulating it. As he is more involved in his work, he becomes more committed to it,

Blumberg (p973), p, 123
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and, being more committed, he naturally derives more satisfaction from it."
2

As

Argyris points out, the authoritarian hierarchical organization subverts the

creation and sustenance of a mature adult personality. The hierarchical chain of

command renders the worker a passive object in the formation of his own life; it can

negate many facets of "Becoming," and especially in the case of teachers, provide an

example of structural (work) passivity that will undoubtedly have a similar

socializing effect on students.

Even Peter Drucker states that, "The knowledge-worker (as he terms teachers

and others in similar types of work) is not productive under the spur of fear; only

self-motivation and self-direction can make him productive. He has to be achieving

in order to produce at all."3 Though Drucker says that the knowledge worker is

the ''successor to yesterday's skilled worker" (which suggests that even a conserva-

tive managerial scientist views teachers as having working class status rather

than as full-fledged professionals), he is upset because "we cannot truly define,

lot alone measure, productivity for most knowledge work."
4

And to seemingly further

contradict his position on accountability, Drucker tells us that "Achievement for

2

Ibid., p. 130.

3

Drucker, p. 176; This seems to be contradictory to Drucker's statements on accounta-
bility which 4S previously mentioned, and jndeed, we believe that it is contradic-
tory - but given Drucker's orientation to the inherent rights of "management," the
managerial prerogative, it is not surprising that he sees nothing self-
contradictory in this. Indeed Drucker sees nothing wrong with the corporate

hierarchical system. For him, the only fault lies in 'unenlightened" management
within the structure - not the structure itself.

4

Drucker, p. 177.
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the knowledge worker is even harder to define. No one but the knowledge worker

himself can come to grips with the question of what in work, job performance, social

status, and pride constitutes the personal satisfaction that makes a knowledge

worker feel that he contributes, that he performs, that ho serves his values, and

that he fulfills himself."5 Considering the source, this is a statement of

considerable weight for our argument against "tall" hierarchy and for self-

management. Indeed, Drucker points out that, "The shift in the structure and

character of work has created a demand that work produce more than purely economic

benefits. To make a living is no longer enough. Work also has to awake a life.
H6

Clearly, then, there are amply arguments for participatory decision-making

and increased job autonomy for teachers - and yet the spectre of increasing hier-

5

Ibid.

6

7

Ibid., p. 179 (our emphasis)

For further reference to first-rate studies which argue for self-management, we
direct the reader to: (I) Michael Harmon's brilliant essay, "Social Equity and
Organization Man: Motivation and Organizational Democracy" in which Harmon argues
that 'commitment to internal organizational democracy must be unequivocal rather
than contingent upon empirical evidence demonstrating that organizational democracy
(or participative management) leads to greater productivity, efficiency or even
organizational loyalty." p. 12. Using Rawl's Theory of Justice as his normative
justification, he states that hierarchical bureaucracy is incompatible with a
Kantian view of justice. "Justice as fairness implies a commitment to internal
organizational democracy that is unequovical.' p. 15. While aemittlng that there
are bound to be risks in a changeover to internal organizational democracy, he
concludes that, The concept of social equality simply does not square with the...
premises on which the...practice of (bureaucratic) administration (has) for so
many years been based...if social equity is to be elevated to a central position
among our values..., then a serious rethinking is required about the...appropriate
structure and distribution of power within public organizations. p. 17.

(2) -Tte Dinlecticat Organization: An Alternative to Bureaucracy" by Orion White
in "Alienation, Decentralization and Participation: A Symposium." (3) "The
American Condition" by Richard Goodwin, 1974. (4) The totality of Paul Blumberg's
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archicalization in the form of the accountability movement now hovers over public

educaflon like a suffocating smog. Within most present school bureaucracies, teachers

have little freedom to be truly innovative or creative. To paraphrase Dayle

Selden, if teachers are to be imaginative, creative and effective, they must hive

the autonomy to be so. If administrations were really serious about increasing

teaching effectiveness, they would sec the ne'd for shared decision- making,

lessened work loads and smaller classes.8 Seljon Indicates that the hierarchical

form most school crganizatiens now exhibit reduces teaching effectiveness, increases

teacher frustration, reduces teacher self-concept, and increases feelings of power-

lessness and statuslessness - in other words such structure likely leads to

increased teacher work alienation. 9 He believes that the teacher work-week "emphasize!

7(con't)
excellent Industrial Democracy. (5) Michael Smith's essays, "Alienation and
Bureaucracy: The Role of Participatory Administration," (1971) and "Self-fulfillment
in 3 Bureaucratic Society." (6) Books and articles by Jcnkins, Job Power;
wunnius, et al, Worker's Control: A Reader of Labor and Social Change; Garson
"Toward a Bill of Rights for Working People: On Public Policy for Self-Management,"
"Definitions and Distinct ons Pertaining to Work Democratization," and "Staff
Conflict, Organizational Bureaucracy and Teacher Satisfaction;" Vanek, The
Participatory Economy; Vroem, "Industrial Social Psychology" and Management and
Motivation; Phillips, People, Participation and Policy; and Thayer, An End to
1:ier3rchy! An End to Competition!.

8

Selden, p. I.

9

Ibid., p. 3.
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the fact that elementary and secondary school teachers have more nearly the status

of production employees than that of professionals (and that) teachers are, in

effect, hourly workers hooked Into an educational assembly line in a manner that

directly conflicts with genuine teaching effectiveness. "10 Indeed, there are many

indications of the possibility of a downward - spiraling vicious circle in the

authoritarian bureaucratic situation, if as Seldon argues, the basic receptivity of

pupils to learning probably has much to do with the realities of teacher's

feelings about their work.

To extrapolate, a decrease in effectiveness in teaching probably leads to an

increase in job frustration and dissatisfaction which can lead to an increase in

teacher authoritarianism which, in turn, can lead to both a hierarchical authoritarian

union (evidence the UFT of Albert Shanker) and an individual etiolation about

attempting to change a dehumanizing work situaticn. And an authoritarian union

wiil probably put only a minimum of effort, if any, into trying tc change the

overall structure of the work organization, but rather will put almost all its

efforts into gaining higher salaries and wane-related fringe benefits. An AFT/NEA

under an Albert Shanker, would undoubtedly neglect what could be the real work of

education - critical learning - and would push for a UAW scheme of 'higher wages,

10

Ibid., pp. 2, 3.
ll

Selden, p. 4; Also see Sheppard and Herrick, p. xxix and pp. 96-99. They argue

that only the cynical or those who have a special interest in not seeing the
structure of work change (like Richard Gerstenberg, Edwin Gott, George Meany and
Albert Shanker) say that all men need is a job and some income security. As they

point out from their extensive research, "job security is a necessary but not a
sufficient condition for low work alienation...the least alienated workers have
variety, autonomy, and responsibility on the job."
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thirty years and out." Meanwhile, the various cognitive learning problems that even

the most callow have identified by now, would continuo to grow worse. As Seldon

contends, educational success cannot be accomplished by administrative fiat, whether

frnm a superintendent of schools or an Albert Shanker. It can only be accomplished

by making the Job of teaching intrinsically rewarding - hence more effective - than

it is now. 12

John Stuart Mill saw bureaucracy as a regularized ordering of human life

which could diminish both creative thinking and self-direction.
13 Mill contended

that, "Faculties like perception, Judgment, discriminative feeling, mental

activity and even moral preference are exorcized only in making a choice."14 That

is, when one has a share in the decision-making power for what one does, then one's

innate human sensitivities are obviously nurtured and heightened.

Smith points out that in most public cf..hools, several potential pathologies

conspire to retard the growth of those human sensibilities about which Mill speaks.

He says that "the foremost pathology which denies teachers and students an open and

creative wcrk environment is a matter of underlying philosophy - the commitment to

efficiency "which makes the school an "output factory" rather than a critical

leIrning center.
15 Quantitative indicators replace qualitative concern for

12

Selden, p. 10.

13

Smith, "Alienation and Bureaucracy", p. 659.
14

Mill, p. 187.

15

Smith, p. 660.
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children...and the routinization of teaching practices adds to the denuding of

the learning process. v16 The typical bureaucratic reward system encourages

conformity not innovation. In addition to encouraging cautious conformity to

the conventional wisdom embodied in standardizes exams, this type of reward system

discourages teachers from developing important talents which otherwise might be

regarded as criteria for advancement in their work.
17

As Mill state,2, "a state

which dwarfs its men in order that they may be more docile instruments in its hands...

will find that with small men, no great thing can be accomplished.'
-18

We would argue then, that if there is to be any real change toward both a

qualitatively and quantitatively better working/learning atmosphere in the schools,

and if the conditions that seem to foster teacher alienation are to be alleviated,

then the public schools must become functioning examples of a democratic environ-

ment. This means that teachers would be involved in every decision-making process

which affected their lives within the school. This would provide a working example

for students and would, hopefully, act as a conduit towards self-management programs

in the community and the society as a whole. In fact, efforts at self-management

in the factory or office could in dialectical fashion act as a stimulus for more

self-management in the schools.
19

16

Ibid.

17

Ibid.

18

Mill, p. 250.
19

See Ignacio Gotz's essay on changing the present organizational structure of
schooling, ""On Man and Schooling," especially pp. 93-94, 97-98.
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This obviously entails a prescription for considerable alteration in the way

many of us perceive and function in our work roles. Yet if we in teacher education

institutions and the public school system are truly about what we say we are, then

such a change isn't really so radical after all.

Before this kind of change toward a democratic self-management of schools

can come about, however, teachers, administrators, students and people within the

communities must recognize that such a democratic work order is possible, practicable

and desirable. This means that teachers would have to become aware of alternatives

in the organization of work and be able to act on this awareness.

One way of beginning or feeding into this process of political consciousness

would be for schools of education, teacher unions and teacher centers to "demystify"

as Freire says, the present work order.2° Demystification would mean providing

both a knowledge of alternatives to the present order and a critical understanding

of how one comes to reify one's working milieu. It would also entail a consideration

of the ways in which the knowledge of alternatives can be applied in order to

effect change toward those alternatives. Hierarchical bureaucracy in the schools

must be seen for what it is - inefficient, ineffective and stultifying for human

emotional and intellectual growth.

Knowing alternatives and looking at strategies for effect'ng them is not

enough, however. Schools of education and teacher unions must provide a democratic

20
By political consciousness, we mean an overall change of the total social-economic
structure and not simply working for political reforms which won't really change
the distribution of power or the overall structure. As Richard Goodwin points out,
our problems cannot be subdued by simple repairs or modifications (p. 86, Part 3,
Goodwin). See Goodwin't further elaboration of this in Part 3, pp. 86-91.
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atmosphere themselves. Classrooms, the organization of the unions, and the adminis-

tration of schools of education must be models of democratic decision-making and

self-management.
21

What I am saying here is that we shouid be cleaning our own

houses so that we might provide a valid and "authentic" impetus for change for public

school teachers. Theodore Brameld says that -

Schools of education...should set the pace for self-fulfilling
prophecies of the goals of democracy to which they already pay more
or less explicit allegiance. I refer especially to the very great
need for fully experiencing not just verbalizing, the...ideal of
participatory democracy. Certainly prospective teachers who are to
set examples of democratic values and behavior for students and
communities should participate continually in planning every type
of curriculum...and in authoritative not merely advisory policy
making. Most professional educators have as yet made only token
gestures in these directions. Typical institutions for teachers are
severely hampered in the accomplishment of their professed objec-
tives by line-staff pyramids of control...ln short, only as
'thoroughly innovated policies express in practice the full meaning
of participatory democracy in theory, can schools of education
themselves hope to provide models for a democratic future.22

Teacher unions must also provide a decentralized, "flattened" organizational

structure which is easily accessible and amenable to participatory democracy.

(i.e., as much decision-making involvement as is possible by the maximum amount of

members will into collective action. This, of course, would argue against the

"highly centralized, bureaucratic, machine-type of organization"23 that Al Shanker

21

For some very salient points on working for organizational change, we refer the
reader to Gregg and Van Maanen's excellent essay on organizational guerilla
strategies, "The Realities of Education as a Prescription for Organizational
Change" (1973).
22
Brameld, Theodore. The Climactic Decades, Praeger, 1970, pp. 37-38.

23
Tapper, Owen. Teachers for Democracy Newsletter, January, 1974.
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would like to build in the AFT. Indeed, Shanker seems to be hell-bent on aping

the AFL's hierarchy which is at least as authoritarian and undemocratic in its

organizational structure as is U.S. Steel. Shanker's authoritarian organizational

blueprint for a Shanker-led AFT was outlined by Thomas Hobart, President of the

NEA-AFT New York State United Teachers who stated that, "(The question) is whether

we have a decentralized organization that tries to accommodate everybody or a

centralized organization that can focus on long-term goals. We are running a

large corporation and it has to be administered (like one).
24

The nondemocratic

union forms that have been and would be instituted by an Albert Shanker are clearly

anathema to any possibility of teacher self-management. We believe that Shanker

provides a clear threat to the development of any autonomy and participatory decision-

making for teachers - and thus critical learning in the schools - and is, in many

ways, as much a danger of education as Richard Nixon.

David Montgomery has pointed out that,

Those unions most likely to be amenable to managerial authority
in the work

2

process were those unions with little internal
democracy.5

Therefore, the organization of teacher unions must be geared toward

democratic self-management - and in turn the unions must begin to challenge the

subStantial residual authority of administrations and school boards to direct

24
New York Times, March 24, 1974.

25
Montgomery, David, et al, 'Workers and the Control of Production." Radical
America, Vol. 7, No. 6, November/December, 1973.
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teacher's work. Clearly teacher unions have fewer barriers to deal with in bringing

about internal self-democratization and self-management at the schools than do other

unions which must deal with private corporations. But up to this point the teachers

unions have not even challenged the basic functions of the school which is preparing

people to fit into the economic bureaucracy. And these inherently dehumanizing

aspects of the process of teachers' work must be challenged if self-management

is to be infused into the teachers' workplace.
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